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exactly when it was that curious investigators began to distill alcohol from 
derivatives of the sugarcane plant is uncertain. sugarcane was domesticated 
in southeast asia, probably in Indonesia, and crystallized sugar was common 
in china and India at least 2,500 years ago. By the twelfth century, european 
crusaders, especially the Knights templar, were making sugar in the Holy 
land. the process of distillation, mainly conducted by apothecaries, was in 
its infancy. It is almost certain that they also distilled alcohol, and probably 
invented the word that became associated with it ever since – rhum bouillant 
– boiling spirits, or eau de vie de cannes, also known as “fire water.” In any 
case, some variant of fire water, the by-product of sugar-making, appears in 
all the early european languages – for example, aguardente in Portuguese or 
aguardiente de caña in spanish, or maybe even rumbullion of early Barbadian 
english. alcohol derived from sugarcane precedes the history of europeans 
in the caribbean. Fredrick smith’s description of the origins of rum may be 
debatable but he is absolutely correct that the caribbean experience gave to 
rum the economic, social, and international reputation that it enjoys today.

the basic assumption permeating Caribbean Rum is that from its humble 
and obscure beginnings in the levantine Mediterranean (or wherever), rum 
evolved into a lucrative economic enterprise and eventually a sophisticated 
and popular beverage. Without the caribbean connection that would not have 
happened. alcohol would have continued to be distilled from sugarcane but 
the history of rum would have been entirely different. smith details in this 
impressively sweeping narrative how rum emerged dominant from a field of 
several alcoholic options available in the emerging caribbean societies of 
the seventeenth century. Most of these beverages, such as mobbie from sweet 
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potatoes or oüicou from manioc/cassava, were either brewed or fermented. 
With the rise of sugar production in Barbados around the middle of the sev-
enteenth century, distilled spirits, as the observant richard ligon noted in 
1657, became an indispensable corollary of sugar-making. By 1700 smith 
estimates that Barbadian sugar producers were already distilling approxi-
mately one million gallons of rum, and consuming between 85 and 90 per-
cent of that on the island. Not surprisingly, for centuries afterwards Barbados 
would remain the locale of the highest per capita consumption of rum in the 
world. unfortunately the histories of sugar and slavery often fail to include 
the importance of rum, just as histories of mining in Peru overlook the impor-
tance of coca. Yet both rum and coca were essential to production routine.

rum production expanded along with the phenomenal increase of sugar 
production in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Demand was driven 
by several factors. alcohol consumption formed an integral part of many 
european, african, and indigenous american rituals. slave owners regarded 
it as a cheap, although minimally nutritious, food supplement on their estates. 
Medical practitioners prescribed rum as an antidote for a variety of ills, from 
the common cold to scurvy. Buccaneers quaffed it by the gallons and imperial 
navies copied the habit, issuing substantial daily rations to their seamen for 
more than three centuries. Ironically, mercantilist policies restrained the pro-
duction of rum in the French and spanish americas but stimulated production 
in english america. By the end of the eighteenth century rum was a widely 
popular drink not only throughout the americas but also in africa and europe.

In an excellent chapter called “Identity, Danger, and escape in caribbean 
slave societies” smith meticulously examines many ways in which rum 
seeped into the iconic and ritualistic structure of caribbean societies. african 
religious practice used rum to establish a link between the living and the 
dead. Free and slave believed that collegiality required drinking rum. It fired 
the zeal of colonists, slave rebels, and pirates alike. along with the increas-
ing popularity of rum, therefore, came a sustained, although minimally 
successful, attack in the caribbean by evangelical christian reformers and 
temperance advocates on rum consumption. these attacks would grow dur-
ing the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when the temperance Movement 
achieved the legal prohibition of alcohol consumption throughout the united 
states of america for almost fifteen years. even across the caribbean rum 
consumption declined. But the stimulus for rum production also ran parallel 
to the forces of prohibition. the devastation of european vineyards by war 
and disease, the inexorable decline of sugar prices, and marked improve-
ment in the techniques of rum production resulted in significant qualitative 
improvement that added fillip to the economic value of rum.

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, rum had recovered its popu-
larity and general appeal on global markets. Produced in more than 180 coun-
tries, rum was the third most popular distilled spirit consumed in the world. 
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With sales driven by four highly competitive multinational global market-
ers rum found itself only a few percentage points behind the second-placed 
brandy in global sales. an inspiring concluding chapter explains why. rum 
bottles, smith notes, “overflow with nationalism,” “express a sense of plan-
tationalism” and “embrace symbols of masculinity.” “since the beginning of 
caribbean rum industries,” he adds, “rum has provided a means of escape 
from the anxieties and anomie of plantation labor. today caribbean rum 
bottle labels indulge the escapist fantasies of european and North american 
consumers who feel unfulfilled in their regimented lives. through the tropi-
cal scenes that dominate many rum labels, companies market their product as 
passages to fun, adventure, and paradisiacal solace” (pp. 235-36). 

this is the best book to date on caribbean rum. Broad in scope, exten-
sively researched, and persuasively argued, it makes a significant contribu-
tion both to the subject of rum as well as the history of the caribbean.

Wizards and Scientists: Explorations in Afro-Cuban Modernity and Tradition. 
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(Paper us$ 21.95)

JuLie SkurSki
Departments of anthropology and History
university of Michigan
ann arbor MI 48109, u.s.a.
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stephan Palmié’s ambitious book makes an important contribution to the 
study of afro-cuban religion, the history of the atlantic world, and the cri-
tique of Western historical categories. Palmié aligns himself with the current 
of thought that views the caribbean as a central site for the rise of atlantic 
modernity (following James, Williams, Mintz, Price, and trouillot, among 
others), taking up its challenge to analyze how colonizing classifications 
have been naturalized within society and social analysis. Going beyond the 
questioning of distorting oppositions such as modernity/tradition, science/
magic, or civilized/primitive, he examines how afro-cuban religious forms 
and subjectivities have engaged historically with New World modalities of 
slavery, racism, and commodification. 

this book is organized as a series of historiographic essays built around 
three cases spanning over a century. unconventional in its structure and wide-
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ranging in the scholarship it addresses, it confronts the teleological epistemol-
ogy on which the concept of Western modernity has been built and suggests 
its complicity with the enslavement of afro-cubans and the stigmatization of 
their cultural practices. It argues that the effort to expunge afro-cuban cul-
tural practices from social life and reduce them to objects of study and display 
has been tied to the formation of the cuban nation. the book not only cri-
tiques dominant discourses, however, but also seeks to illuminate the cultural 
forms through which afro-cubans have creatively represented, analyzed, and 
resisted the world that commodified them as instruments of production. 

the introductory chapter discusses the marginalization of the caribbean 
as an object of study and its treatment as an anomaly by historical and anthro-
pological narratives premised on the civilizing advance of Western rational-
ity. Palmié argues that the caribbean’s significance can only be understood 
when it is seen as a modern creation formed by the processes that violently 
transformed the atlantic region, from the advance of “slave frontiers” within 
africa, to the establishment of proto-industrial plantations in the americas 
and the rise of industrial capitalism in europe. 

the first chapter is a discussion of José antonio aponte, a free afro-cuban 
artisan executed in 1812 as an alleged leader of a seditious conspiracy and 
made an icon of creole revolution by historians. Palmié insightfully analyzes 
descriptions of aponte’s lost book of mysterious drawings and images and the 
explanation of them aponte gave under interrogation, documents that have 
been neglected by historians. He suggests that the book presented a mystical 
vision of history and a creative analysis of power from the perspective of a lit-
erate afro-cuban. He excoriates cuban and u.s. historians (e.g., José luciano 
Franco and Philip Foner) in a tone verging on disdain for unjustifiably claiming 
that aponte was a modern revolutionary, albeit with african-derived religious 
ties (e.g., pp. 88-95). Here Palmié cogently critiques determinist narratives that 
flatten history and ignore subaltern subjectivities. However he neglects to treat 
as contexualized objects of historical analysis the homogenizing narratives and 
reductionist authors he critiques, giving readers little basis for understanding 
how such distorting accounts were produced and accepted.

In the second chapter Palmié argues that the afro-cuban religions Palo 
Monte and regla de Ocha (santería) are interrelated moral systems that sym-
bolize for practitioners contrasting models of sociality based, respectively, 
on contract and reciprocity. He assails analysts who approach these reli-
gions as ethnically based retentions from the Kongo and Yorubá of africa, 
and asserts that they are hybrid New World creations which reinterpret and 
recontextualize african and european practices. His discussion focuses on 
Palo Monte and its use of the nganga, a ceremonial object in which the cap-
tured spirit of a dead person resides and labors for the nganga’s owner, and 
argues that this form of spiritual contract (or pact) developed as a repre-
sentation of, and in opposition to, slavery’s violent extraction of labor from 
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commodified humans. In contrast to the efforts of Palo Monte practitioners 
to control occult powers, he states, regla de Ocha practitioners seek through 
communication and reciprocal exchange with the orishas (sacred spirits) to 
gain their benevolent care. 

While Palmié’s argument concerning the emergence of these systems of 
belief contributes to the study of afro-cuban religions, his analysis is limited 
by the schematic dichotomy he posits between the moral worlds of regla de 
Ocha and Palo Monte and the limited ethnographic discussion he provides. 
His neglect of social analysis is exemplified by his use of statements from 
religious practitioners in Miami and Havana without either contextualizing 
community or discussing the religious transformations prompted by immi-
gration to the united states. 

If we shift our attention from the arena of discursive formations to exam-
ine how these religions are practiced and described in daily life in cuba today 
(often by people initiated in both and participating as well in spiritism), we 
may find that there are simultaneously elements of contract and reciprocity, 
of benevolent care and coercive control, present in both religious systems. 
these qualities are potentiated in different manners in the two religious sys-
tems, but both orishas and muertos have a range of behaviors and bonds with 
humans and these vary with the particular spiritual entity. Many practitioners 
in cuba, reflecting the growing integration between these religions, distin-
guish between them primarily in terms of their speed of operation, ceremonial 
refinement, and propensity to be used for selfish ends, but regard them as part 
of la religión, an ascending continuum of afro-cuban practices.

the third chapter examines how, with the rise of scientific epistemolo-
gies and racialized taxonomies in the neocolonial republic, afro-cuban reli-
gions were cast as a primitive threat to the modernizing nation. as biological 
theories of race, social evolutionary theories of culture, and liberal theories 
of rights intersected, afro-cubans were legally included within the polity 
while their religious practices were criminalized and defined by scientists 
and anthropologists as “witchcraft” (brujería), an atavistic african survival. 
these fetishizing colonial knowledge practices, Palmié argues, continue to 
shape the nation’s civilizing project, as afro-cuban religions (practiced also 
by “Whites”) have until recently been classified as forms of irrationality.

In the epilogue, Palmié claims that the commodification (equated with 
monetized exchange) of fetishized cuban black bodies continues with the 
violent modernity imposed by market forces on a crumbling socialist regime, 
as metropolitan tourists seek the sexual services of “black” cuban women. 
these observations, illustrated by personal anecdotes, draw the book’s 
argument into the present and highlight Palmié’s outrage over this ongoing 
history. His engaged attitude informs this valuable book, whose limitations 
serve to underline the importance of grasping subaltern forms of subjectivity 
and refining further our analytical categories.
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Interdisciplinary efforts to discuss the expressions of popular religiosity usu-
ally rely on the ability to relate meaningfully expertise in two or more aca-
demic fields. some grasp of basic issues in history, theology, anthropology, 
or sociology helps. What one deplores most in Miguel De la torre’s The 
Quest for the Cuban Christ is the insensitivity to historical processes that 
have shaped cuban history and the slapdash approach to the theological con-
siderations that a pertinent reflection on cuban christology prompts.

after a cursory and sensation-ridden exposition of the sixteenth-century 
spanish conquest and evangelization of cuba, De la torre leaps to the mid-
nineteenth century and lands squarely on the patriotic turf of José Martí, 
the apostle of cuban independence. Whatever Martí says on the subject of 
the christ is taken reverentially and without any deconstruction, all the way 
down to the final section of the chapter, “Martí reveals a Postnationalist 
christ,” where the reader is treated to choice Martí passages such as: “God 
does exist, and I come in His name to break in spanish hearts the cold and 
indifferent glass that contains their tears” (p. 42).

the text goes on to consider “the Black cuban christ,” a promising sub-
ject, until it gets bogged down on the moralistic perusal of racial conflicts 
and massacres in early twentieth-century cuba. De la torre extricates himself 
by announcing that the chapter “will continue the quest for the cuban christ 
by seriously considering christ’s blackness as a source of liberation from the 
sin of intra-cuban racism” (p. 47). an appeal to the works of Fernando Ortiz 
does not suffice to save the chapter. exponents of cuban santería have seen 
better efforts.

the next stop in the quest is “the Female cuban christ.” We are told that 
columbus’s first reaction to the island “was not to the lack of political orga-
nization of the island’s inhabitants,” but to “naked female bodies” (p. 65). an 
inauspicious beginning which leads on to the expected sequel of the consistent 
and unalloyed victimization of cuban women for five centuries. Fidel castro 
gets his share of the guilt for having stated in 1996 that cuba “needed strong 
men to fight wars, sportsmen, men who had no psychological weakness” (p. 
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76). La Virgen del Cobre and Ochún relieve somewhat all these centuries of 
oppression, but their connection to the christological quest depends on verbal 
legerdemain: “several u.s. latino theologians ... suggest that Marianism is 
not necessarily a veneration of the historical Mary of Nazareth, Jesus’ mother; 
rather, Marianism is a pneumatological issue” (pp. 77-78).

Other christological models are explored with less gusto. Of much more 
interest to the average reader may be the perusal of artistic representations 
of the christ, which illustrate the breadth of christologies in artists’ minds. 
although the virtuosity of the artists represented goes from the sublime to the 
banal, the effort is not to select the works for their merits, but for their ability 
to represent different appropriations of the christ figure. exilic cuban artists 
get the benefit of whichever doubt the author is willing to entertain.

all in all the book reflects more on the university press that sponsored it 
than on the author’s gallant effort to broach a difficult subject without appro-
priate critical tools.

Dialogues in Cuban Archaeology. L. anTonio cureT, Shannon Lee 
DawDy & gabino La roSa corzo (eds.). tuscaloosa: university of 
alabama Press, 2005. xvi + 241 pp. (Paper us$ 26.95)

DaviD m. PenDergaST
Institute of archaeology
university college london
london Wc1H 0PY, u.K.

Whenever straitened circumstances arise it is generally the less pressing 
costs that are eliminated first, and governments feeling the pinch usually 
include scholarly research near the top of the list for funding cuts. It is there-
fore remarkable that cuba has managed, despite the stranglehold which the 
united states attempts to maintain on the country, to keep archaeological 
research not just alive but actually flourishing, albeit most certainly not in 
an economic resources sense. even with such inane efforts as the barring of 
five invited cuban scholars from participating in the 2006 annual meeting of 
the society for american archaeology in san Juan, Puerto rico, the united 
states has not succeeded in dampening the spirit that drives cuban archaeo-
logical work, as it motivates many other types of research in the country.

Yet the achievements of cuba’s archaeologists often go unrecognized 
because a lack of resources makes publication impossible. as a result, and 
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with language barriers as an additional problem in communication among 
various parts of the caribbean world, cuba’s place in the growing picture of 
antillean archaeology has remained far less than sufficiently well known. 
Dialogues in Cuban Archaeology is therefore very welcome as an addition 
to the small body of reporting in english of the progress that continues to be 
made in the country. Its ten chapters grew out of a symposium held by the 
society for american archaeology in 2002, which gave cuban scholars the 
sort of opportunity for information exchange that was denied them four years 
later. We owe a considerable debt to the university of alabama Press for sur-
mounting yet another barrier to cuban communication, a u.s. Department of 
the treasury attempt to derail publication which was thwarted by a lawsuit.

the editors’ introductory chapter dispels many of the myths about archae-
ological work in cuba, and at the same time reinforces the image of the 
strictures that surround it. three essays under the headings “society and 
archaeology: Interaction Between cuban and american archaeologists 
under the embargo,” “cuban contributions to archaeology,” and “On 
Internationalism, Politics, and the Practice of archaeology” make an impor-
tant contribution to the understanding of the context within which cuba is 
forced to carry on, and of the larger world issues of which the cuban experi-
ence is such a forceful example. closing with an optimistic assessment of 
opportunities for collaboration which recent events seem to belie, the chapter 
is an excellent summary of the island’s dilemmas as well as its hopes, both in 
archaeology and in a wider context.

In the second chapter ramón Dacal Moure and David r. Watters provide 
a useful summary of cuba’s archaeological research history, organized into 
three stages. the presentation, which allows us to appreciate the richness of 
the cuban archaeological picture from early days to the present, points to the 
need for a complementary survey of the country’s long and very respectable 
archaeological publication record. 

the remainder of the history section consists of a chapter on the history of 
cuba’s archaeological organization by Mary Jane Berman, Jorge Febles, and 
Perry l. Gnivecki; a summary of historical archaeology research by lourdes 
s. Domínguez; and an overview of rock art research by Marlene s. linville. 
Domínguez’s presentation focuses on work in Old Havana, but would have 
been strengthened by mention of the significant work elsewhere in the coun-
try on spanish-taino interaction and bidirectional acculturation. 

the succeeding section, “substantive archaeological research” includes 
five chapters which provide a clear picture of the broad array of interests 
and approaches that mark archaeology in today’s cuba. First, Jorge ulloa 
Hung addresses in an intriguing manner the study of early ceramics in the 
caribbean. roberto Valcárcel rojas and césar a. rodríguez arce follow 
with a fine example of the extraction of social meaning from skeletal mate-
rial and associated artifacts in a presentation on the widely famed burial site 
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at chorro de Maíta, a study which deserves a place as recommended reading 
in North american courses. the section continues with a preliminary but 
highly interesting study of mythical expressions in the ceramic art of agricul-
tural groups by Pedro Godo. It then shifts to la rosa corzo’s examination of 
cimarron (escaped slave) subsistence, which demonstrates how much infor-
mation on cultural practice as well as diet can be gleaned from faunal and 
floral remains, a study that fits neatly with recent work elsewhere in the trop-
ics, notably in the Maya area. the section ends with theresa a. singleton’s 
archaeological study of slavery at a cuban coffee plantation, valuable both 
for its depiction of slave life in cuba and for its relationship to archaeological 
research on slavery in other parts of the caribbean.

the volume closes with a brief afterword by samuel M. Wilson, who 
begins with a cogent survey of the economic and political problems beset-
ting archaeology in cuba. He follows this with an examination of signs that 
despite the mindless obstructionism the country faces, cuban archaeologists 
will find ways to continue work and to communicate the results to their col-
leagues. If he is right, perhaps antillean specialists and non-caribbeanists 
alike will learn not only from the archaeological information recovered 
through cuban research but also from the cuban experience as an exam-
ple of what can be achieved in the face of adversity. Dialogues in Cuban 
Archaeology, though in truth a series of monologues, gives rise to the hope 
that, u.s. government efforts to the contrary notwithstanding, there will in 
time be a fully free exchange of information between cuba and the rest of 
the archaeological world.

Blackface Cuba, 1840-1895. JiLL Lane. Philadelphia: university of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2005. xi + 274 pp. (cloth us$ 55.00)

arThur knighT
american studies Program
college of William & Mary
Williamsburg Va 23187-8795, u.s.a. 
<iaknig@wm.edu>

this book’s impressively concise, descriptive title in fact reflects a provoca-
tive argument: blackface performance was vital to the rise of cuban national 
identity during the three anticolonial wars with spain. readers familiar with 
the path-breaking work done in the 1990s on nineteenth- and early twentieth-
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century blackface in the united states – most notably eric lott’s Love and 
Theft (1993) and Michael rogin’s Blackface/White Noise (1996) – will hear 
echoes of those works’ broad arguments about the importance for national-
cultural self-fashioning of blackface’s “deeply demeaning love” (p. x). 

However, Jill lane does not simply move lott, rogin, et al. off (the u.s.) 
shore. rather, aside from passing mention of u.s. minstrel companies visit-
ing Havana during the u.s. civil War (pp. 61, 71), she jettisons comparison 
with the united states nearly altogether, arguing that a u.s./cuban com-
parison would lead to mistranslation of both performance practices and “the 
transcriptions of ostensibly ‘black’ speech” (p. ix) that accompanied cuban 
blackface. Her broader argument about the function of blackface in cuba’s 
developing nineteenth-century culture almost reverses the arguments made 
about blackface in the united states, where it served ultimately to solidify a 
clearly delineated Black/White racial hierarchy (though it also, according to 
some scholars, expressed an ambiguous cross-racial “love”). In cuba, lane 
asserts, “blackface performance was a central vehicle for the expression of 
mestizaje as a national ideology” (p. 3), even as it worked to secure White 
privilege by “masking the material exclusion and suffering of indigenous and 
mestizo citizens” (p. 4).

 lane’s analysis centers on cuban teatro bufo, a popular style of comic 
musical review whose polyglot elements might be best conveyed by the 1868 
self-description of the Bufos torbellinos troupe: “cuban, dramatic, bufo-
minstrel, lyric, choreographic, and mime company” (p. 60). Her research 
in cuban archives is nearly heroic in scope, and serves as the basis, in her 
first two chapters, of a fully fleshed-out, subtly detailed history of cuban 
expressive culture – in both theater and literature – before the advent of bufo 
and during its rise. Her remaining chapters then pursue the permutations of 
bufo and critical and expressive responses to the form in the period 1880-
1895. throughout, lane works at the difficult task of reconstituting dramatic 
and musical performance practices recorded only (and only fragmentarily) 
in writing, keeping her acutely analytic eye trained on practices of racial 
impersonation, separation, and intermingling on stage and in social spaces. 
thickening her descriptive analyses of theater, lane also attends productively 
to the nuances of voice in cuban writing in a variety of genres of fiction and 
non-fiction. Despite its representations of all sorts of cuban people and its 
vacillating claim that the mixture – the aijaco or stew – was what made 
cuba and cubans, bufo was a form that served primarily (White) criollos. 
consequently, lane considers the practices and voices of “other” – particu-
larly Black – cubans, holding these representations up against bufo represen-
tations to reveal the constraints Blacks worked under and the many methods 
they deployed to struggle for cultural and social space. In her own master-
ful analytic mixture, lane makes the compelling case (bending Habermas 
and other theorists of the “modern” public sphere) that the emergent public 
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sphere of cuba was reliant less on the technology of print than on “the tech-
nology of performance – of theatre, dance, and music and of impersonation, 
embodiment, and spectatorship” (p. 107). lane’s analytic model should be 
of great interest to scholars working across the americas and the circum-
atlantic world(s) in the anti- and postcolonial eras. 

Blackface Cuba does have some flaws. aside from the image on its 
cover, which is never referred to or analyzed in the book, it is wholly with-
out illustrations. the effect is to make lane’s descriptions of blackface and 
“brownface” (and presumably also “chinese face,” something she does not 
dwell on) general and abstract, leaving readers who aren’t well-versed in 
cuban cultural and art history wondering what, for example, costumbrismo 
lithography looked like and how it related (or not) to the various “faces” 
deployed on stage. a bit more detail on some of the international connec-
tions of bufo would also have been useful. Did these cuban performers ever 
perform elsewhere? Did cuban exiles encounter blackface elsewhere and to 
what effect? and lane might profitably have addressed some of the other 
(potential) borders of identity in performance. Is there evidence of any form 
of actual, material “whiteface” performance in cuba (as, say, part of carni-
val)? Did Blacks ever don blackface, as they sometimes did in the united 
states? Finally, though she begins with a brief anecdote of blackface bufo at 
teatro Martí in Havana in the late 1950s, lane never returns to this moment 
(or any other after 1895) to suggest, even if briefly, how blackface continued 
through cuban culture.

Quibbles aside, and enriched by this excellent and already ambitious 
book, we can only hope that lane will fill in some of these gaps, and open 
yet more exciting new territory, in similarly fine future work.
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this volume is an invaluable work from an author who has both unrivalled 
knowledge of the cuban Fuerzas armadas revolucionarias (the Far) and 
clear admiration for their mixture of professionalism and commitment. 
Klepak’s prodigiously wide and deep knowledge of the cuban reality gives 
him an excellent understanding of how the often bewildering cuban politi-
cal system functions and a familiarity with its strengths and weaknesses. In 
short, this is a book only he could have written. It is particularly welcome 
because of all the preconceptions usually expressed in the less specialist lit-
erature on cuban politics or in u.s. political circles.

Klepak is careful throughout to provide a clear historical context, neces-
sary for an understanding of the nature, purpose, and role of the Far. the 
contextualization does indeed add a necessary dimension to the analysis, 
especially with regard to the seminal years of the 1960s. at that time, he 
observes, the Far was often more important than the still inchoate Party 
(with which it frequently had less than warm relations), evolving as a revo-
lutionary and atypical military force, an experience which still shapes its 
corporate attitude and its status in cuba.

Klepak’s well-written treatment of the critical 1990s (when an unprec-
edented and potentially terminal economic crisis forced a devastating reduc-
tion in the Far’s numbers and profile) highlights the mixture of challenge, 
opportunity, and fear that beset all arms of the cuban state. Here he refutes 
the idea, held by many at the time, that closer ties between the Far and the 
Interior Ministry (MININt) meant that the Far was now responsible for 
internal order. Indeed, he demonstrates the opposite, namely that the Far 
was seconding individuals to MININt but institutionally backing off from a 
coercive role. as he argues convincingly, the Far was clear throughout that 
its revolutionary purpose precluded it from being used against the cuban 
people, even as popular unrest increased in 1994. In fact, Klepak shows, the 
cuts in the Far’s budget (and thus in its strength and effectiveness for such 
coercion) were perhaps greater than in any other part of the cuban apparatus, 
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making less convincing the usual claim about the Far’s repressive role in 
ensuring survival.

However, in one area the Far has been crucial to survival, making a con-
scious decision (along with the cuban leadership, one of whom – raúl castro 
– is of course the Far’s head) to spearhead economic reform to save the 
revolution. Here this book serves as an invaluable source of reference, outlin-
ing the astonishingly wide array of economic activities in which the Far has 
become involved, usually with great efficiency and certainly to great effect. 
as for the frequent accusations of corruption arising from such an involve-
ment, Klepak is typically (and repeatedly) cautious and even-handed, taking 
the position that, while the opportunities are clearly there and while there 
has been evidence of privileged status and a few cases of outright corruption 
(notably General Ochoa in 1989, which he explains well), the Far has gener-
ally kept its hands clean and its public legitimacy intact.

Klepak’s perspective on the crucial area of cuba’s military relationships 
abroad also shows a sensitivity to nuance. He paints a picture of the cuban-
u.s. military relationship with a surprisingly high degree of mutual respect 
and cooperation (what he usefully calls confidence-building measures), 
especially in matters pertaining to drugs, migration, and even Guantánamo. 
anyone interested in the complexity of u.s.-cuban relations, beyond the 
official hyperbole, could benefit from consulting these chapters. Because, as 
Klepak points out, u.s. indifference to cuba, and ignorance of it, are often a 
greater threat to security than any formal hostility or military strategy toward 
the island, the key to conflict resolution in this area lies in Washington and 
not Havana. the chapter on the Far’s external relations beyond the united 
states is also as good a discussion of cuban foreign policy as one could find 
– comprehensive, detailed, revealing, and subtle.

the volume contains two further jewels. chapter 7, an essay on the 
domestic context of the contemporary cuban political scene, provides an 
astute balance sheet of the strengths, weaknesses, dilemmas, and perspec-
tives of a complex phenomenon. and chapter 8 explores the distinctions 
between the Far and the “typical” latin american military (which Klepak 
also knows well). 

the result of all this is a correction of long-standing misconceptions in 
the literature and in political circles. While Klepak rightly argues that the 
Far is perhaps the only cuban entity capable of “holding the ring” (p. 240) 
in any transition, he also observes that it is the only one with the will and 
the legitimacy to do so. as such it is an entity that deserves to be better 
understood and taken seriously, along with raúl castro, usually depicted as 
the hard-line and unimaginative ideologue but here presented, justifiably, 
as someone with considerable ability, subtlety, and importance. Klepak has 
thus provided a necessary antidote to preconceptions and an exceptionally 
worthwhile service to our understanding of cuba.
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studies of present-day cuba are rarely satisfying for readers seeking bal-
anced assessments that capture the complexity of a country undergoing rapid 
change. as John M. Kirk and Peter McKenna (1999:214) put it, “trying to 
understand cuba is not an easy undertaking ... cuba is far from a straightfor-
ward entity, a fact that complicates any attempt to decipher its often contra-
dictory reality. It is also a society that evokes strong visceral passions on both 
sides of the ideological divide.” With Capitalism, God, and a Good Cigar, 
lydia chávez succeeds in gathering essays and a series of photos that depict 
the nation in transition. the volume embraces and evokes the nuances essen-
tial to understanding this island’s dynamic culture and recent history.

Perhaps the study impresses most for what it does not do: it does not rely 
on limiting dichotomies that separate those unsympathetic to the revolution 
from its sympathizers; it does not employ statistics to tell the story, thereby 
removing all human actors from the stage; and it does not erase contradic-
tions and dissonance. Instead, it shares the stories of real people who exhibit 
compassion, engage in conflict, and lead lives replete with contradictions.

every essay in the collection portrays individuals. While a few of the sub-
jects are well known – like the writers antón arrufat, raúl rivero castañeda, 
and alberto Guerra, featured in ezequiel Minaya’s piece – most are known 
only to their families, neighbors, and co-workers. Daniela Mohor examines 
the island’s tobacco industry through the eyes of the workers rolando, Zoe, 
Pancho, and Marta in the countryside, contrasting their perspectives with those 
of workers in Havana’s Partagás factory and in the national cigar export com-
pany. the daily routines and diverse perspectives of the four women in the 
city of Manzanillo, introduced by alici roca, remind us that constructs such 
as “the cuban woman” cannot begin to express the range of individual expe-
riences. this study is sensitive to the vastly different ways in which cubans 
experience their cuban-ness and participate in constructing their nation.

Many of the contributors to this volume reflect on the position from which 
they approach their subject. In the closing essay, Ángel González travels to 
cuba to meet his relatives and learn about his great-great grandfather who, 
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from the time of his childhood in Venezuela, has loomed larger than life. In 
sharing his personal journey, he acknowledges that the teller’s connection to 
the story invariably influences the way it is told.

contributors to the volume bring a variety of perspectives and experi-
ences. they carry passports from Brazil, chile, France, Germany, Mexico, 
the united states, and Venezuela, and wield tools from the professions of 
journalism, photography, film, and education. Megan lardner observes the 
immigration phenomenon through the experiences of spanish entrepreneurs 
who, like their ancestors, establish new lives on the island but barely rub 
shoulders with cubans in doing so. Olga r. rodríguez introduces readers to 
several “true Believers” from spain, the united states, and el salvador who 
settled in cuba, and whose reflections on life in revolutionary cuba range 
from enthusiastic to disenchanted. John coté covers cubans’ increasing 
connectedness in cyberspace. His discussions with informáticos (computer 
geeks) – both state workers and independent entrepreneurs – and his com-
parison of cuba’s situation with that of some other latin american countries 
suggest that the scarcity of phone lines and computers may be the decisive 
factor in impeding some cubans from logging on. the collective vision 
displayed by the essayists in Capitalism, grounded as they are in multiple 
geopolitical and disciplinary arenas, moves readers beyond such binaries as 
Havana-Miami, inside-outside, them-us. Instead, the volume propels readers 
into what Henry louis Gates, Jr. has called the “multi-directional flows” that 
characterize the contemporary world. 

More than seventy black-and-white images round out Capitalism. the 
photographs of Mimi chakarova resist the all-too-prevalent tendency toward 
nostalgia. she focuses, for example, not only on the 1940s and 50s cars that 
so many tourists and photographers find appealing, but also on forms of 
transportation used by locals – a bicycle, a motorcycle, a bicycle taxi, and a 
russian lada. even the backgrounds of these photos attest to cuba’s com-
plexity. Framed within chakarova’s viewfinder are iconic images of ché 
Guevara, General castillo agramonte, Fidel castro, camilo cienfuegos, and 
José Martí – as well as those of alicia alonso and Jesus christ. although a 
series of photos often tells more about the photographer’s perspective and 
biases than about the places and faces being represented, the images in this 
volume serve to augment the understanding of the written texts.

readers of Capitalism, God, and a Good Cigar come away with a sense 
of this island as complex and ever-changing, and an appreciation for the 
process through which (as the subtitle indicates) cuba enters the twenty-first 
century. Highly recommended for anyone who has spent time in cuba, and 
essential for anyone who has not – particularly readers who have been rely-
ing on u.s. media accounts to shape their impressions of life on the island.
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to evoke shakespeare’s The Tempest as a framing device for purposes of 
conducting postcolonial critique is to run the risk of exploiting what is by 
now a well-worn strategy to the point of hyperstylization. the contributors 
of this important volume of essays, however, avoid such a trap by deploying 
the Prospero/caliban trope with a clever difference. Intent on reorienting 
the spatial understanding of literary and cultural production in the americas 
according to a south-north axis, the editors evoke shakespeare’s play not, 
as important caribbean-authored works before them have, to unsettle the 
legacy of European colonialism in the caribbean, but rather to apprehend 
the full extent of the effect of u.s. imperialism in the region on literary and 
cultural production, particularly in the united states: “Once a caliban to a 
British Prospero, in the process of decolonisation the united states renegoti-
ates its role and becomes an American Prospero to the Caribbean caliban” 
(p. 3). In turn, the contributors to Prospero’s Isles persuasively challenge “the 
paralyzing notion that the ‘dominated’ group is merely a recipient, never a 
producing, communicating contributor” (p. 4) to the cross-cultural dynamic 
adhering to the Prospero/caliban-esque power play between a u.s. “center” 
and a caribbean “periphery.” 

this collection might well have been titled Prospero’s repeating Isles 
given how many of its chapters are expressly indebted to antonio Benítez-
rojo’s influential study, The Repeating Island: The Caribbean and the 
Postmodern Perspective (1992) – perhaps too uncritically, to the point 
that contributors’ arguments often sound a suspiciously celebratory tone 
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and a numbing sameness of sensibility. Not coincidentally, the first chap-
ter is authored by Benítez-rojo himself (and translated by andrew Hurley). 
entitled “reflections after seeing Guys and Dolls,” the chapter charts an 
intricate set of linkages between u.s. and caribbean musical styles and 
forms. Writes Benítez-rojo, “the truth is, for many years cuban music and 
american music had been carrying on a dialogue. this conversational inter-
change was made possible by the fact that both contained elements from two 
ancestral strains – european music on the one hand and african music on the 
other.” thus he proposes understanding such music as constituent parts of a 
larger “afro-atlantic” musical phenomenon (p. 22). 

In a similar vein, contributors across the collection’s five sections – Music, 
architecture, literature, cinema, and television – limn a cultural cartography 
of caribbean influences on the “american” imaginary, defined alternately by 
contributors as u.s. american and in more inclusively hemispheric terms. 
they do so with startling insight. In a richly suggestive chapter centered on 
the architecture of Puerto rico’s central aguirre sugar company, owned 
and operated by u.s. businessmen by the late 1890s, enrique Vivoni-Farage 
shows how Puerto rico’s architecture came to be irrevocably influenced 
by casc’s building structures and designs. Yet influence, Vivoni-Farage 
speculates, most likely tends in multiple directions. If North american cor-
porations ushered into the island “new” architectural styles, such colonizing 
designs were likely indebted to West Indian plantation styles injected into the 
New england architectural scene by enterprising merchants plying the West 
Indian trades in the late eighteenth century, only to be re-introduced into the 
islands by their economic and cultural inheritors a century later in what we 
might term a multidirectional creolization of creoles North and south, main-
land and island, Yankee and West Indian. 

such keen observations recur across the collection’s various chapters. 
In section 3, literary scholars reveal how important u.s. and caribbean 
“conversational interchanges” shape the character of authors and their texts, 
including european american writers “gone” caribbean such as louisa 
May alcott and ernest Hemingway, as well as writers constituting the 
caribbean diaspora in the united states, such as Harlem renaissance figures 
eric Walrond and claude McKay. accordingly, Maritza stanchich argues 
that writers of such diverse origins as William Faulkner (Mississippi) and 
Wilson Harris (Guyana) share a common “circum-caribbean” imagination 
that extends from the “Plantation” and defies efforts to characterize such 
authors according to strict ethnic, racial, or national boundaries. likewise, 
Felipe smith understands Jamaican-born writer claude McKay’s immigrant 
imagination to be inflected by uniquely caribbean rhythms and cadences, a 
“diasporic ‘sensitivity’” capable of producing works marked by what smith 
eloquently terms “improvisational alternative modernities. the performance 
of these alternative modernities is the sixth act of the Tempest, the diaspora 
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subject’s ascendance to ‘spiritual mastery’ through cultural colonisation of 
the metropole” (p. 165). 

the collection is not without its limitations. Its ambitious historical scope 
means that many epochs in u.s.-caribbean relations can only be thinly treated 
(the early u.s. national period, much of the nineteenth century, and the last half 
of the twentieth century). likewise, given that the “literature” section com-
prises the vast majority of the chapters, the collection evinces a pronounced 
hierarchy of generic representation. In addition, only infrequently is the selec-
tion of writers or artists for treatment surprising. Finally, more than a few con-
tributors, in their understandable impulse to dismantle received, binary ways of 
understanding u.s. and caribbean cultural exchanges, ironically risk erecting 
new essentialisms: in their hands the united states becomes a monolithic geo-
graphic, social, and cultural entity always in need of a “mystical or magical” 
caribbean influence, a “certain kind of way” of being in the world (Benítez-
rojo 1992:11). such shortcomings might more generously be conceived of as 
points of departure for future scholarship seeking to build on this collection’s 
laudable impulse to demarcate the crucial ways in which the caribbean caliban 
has inflected the u.s. Prospero’s cultural imaginary. 
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The Masters and the Slaves is an ambitious cross-cultural study of plantation 
symbolics and race relations across the New World. the anthology takes a 
major step toward extending the geographic scope of atlantic studies, most 
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notably by recuperating Brazil in the analysis of postslavery societies in the 
greater caribbean region. Informed by recent cultural theory, this “transco-
lonial remapping” allows for a more complex reading of latin american and 
caribbean discourses of hybridity and mestizaje, which are often perceived 
as paradigms of cultural progress and social and political inclusiveness in the 
american academy. all of its essays attempt to dispel the principal myths of 
latin american and caribbean assimiliationism, while also casting doubt on 
the stability of the Black/White racial dialectic in the united states.

the book is the culmination of the american comparative literature 
association conference held in san Juan, Puerto rico in april 2002. the 
anthology brings together the research of scholars in the fields of ethnic stud-
ies and comparative literature, as well as caribbean, american, and latin 
american studies, and focuses primarily on non-fiction texts. alexandra 
Isfahani-Hammond’s excellent introduction draws parallels between the 
diverse topics and theoretical angles of the contributors, and advocates a 
more interdisciplinary approach to atlantic studies. taking her cue from 
antonio Benítez-rojo (1996), she urges scholars to consider the legacy of 
slavery and the nationalist discourses following abolition “from a post-plan-
tation rather than a ... shared language perspective” (p. 4).

as the title suggests, this collection will appeal most to those interested 
in Brazilian cultural theory. Indeed, four of the nine essays in the anthol-
ogy concentrate on Brazil. those by césar Braga-Pinto, alexandra Isfahani-
Hammond, and Jossiana arroyo address the work of Brazil’s renowned 
sociologist Gilberto Freyre, for whom the northeastern sugar plantation was 
the sacred site of Brazil’s foundational myth of a truly miscegenated and 
racially harmonious society. Braga-Pinto and Isfahani-Hammond demon-
strate how Freyre positioned himself as the privileged narrator/informant of 
afro-Brazilian traditions. thus, as Isfahani-Hammond illustrates in “Writing 
Brazilian culture,” miscegenation à la Freyre is first and foremost a sym-
bolic – not a genetic – transformation that involves only the luso-Brazilian 
man. In “the sugar Daddy: Gilberto Freyre and the White Man’s love for 
Blacks,” Braga-Pinto shows how this symbolic miscegenation is informed 
by “transitory” sexual experiences – both homosexual and heterosexual 
– between White men and Blacks. since they are relegated to the private 
sphere, these interracial exchanges deny afro-Brazilians and homosexuals 
agency in the public sphere. the White ethnographer’s ability to speak for 
the subaltern underscores the virility of the highly adaptable Portuguese man, 
who has the knowledge – and the power – to travel back and forth between 
center and periphery. In “From the tropics: cultural subjectivity and Politics 
in Gilberto Freyre,” Jossiana arroyo discusses the sociologist’s later theories 
of tropicalismo, placing them in the broader geopolitical context of the cold 
war. she argues that tropicalismo emerges in reaction to u.s. interventions 
in latin america and the caribbean, allowing Freyre to imagine Brazil as 
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an alternate sphere of influence in the region. luisa Moreira’s essay, “the 
rhythm of Macumba: lívio abramo’s engagement with afro-Brazilian 
culture,” examines the intersection of politics and race from the perspective 
of an unusual collaboration between a socialist artist and a poet aligned with 
the dictatorship of Getúlio Vargas.

While this anthology covers a lot of ground in terms of the variety of 
genres and societies represented, it is disappointing that only half the articles 
bridge more than one cultural perspective at a time. this speaks in part to “the 
territorial compartmentalization of the academy,” duly noted by Isfahani-
Hammond in the introduction. another indication of the need for greater 
communication across disciplines is the mention of “Mayotte capécia” in 
two of the essays. It is surprising that scholars outside Francophone studies 
are not aware of the elaborate literary hoax surrounding the publication of Je 
suis martiniquaise (see Makward 1999 and arnold 2002, 2003a, 2003b).

essays that approach topics from a comparative angle include those by 
ramón Grosfoguel, Valery Kaussen, and Nalini Natarajan. Grosfoguel’s 
“Hybridity and Mestizaje: syncretism or subversive complicity? subalternity 
from the Perspective of the coloniality of Power” is an incisive critique of 
postmodern readings of hybridity as a “syncretic” process. He maintains 
that the New World is not made up of independent nations, but rather of 
“neocolonies,” in which the same structures of inequality (epistemological, 
political, economic, racial, and sexual) that were instituted under colonial 
rule have been replicated. Kaussen’s “race, Nation, and the symbolics of 
servitude in Haitian noirisme” examines the internalization and re-appro-
priation of colonial racial constructions in the nationalist literature of Haiti 
during the american occupation, drawing useful connections to Martiniquan 
négritude. subramanian also focuses on Haiti, in “Blood, Memory, and 
Nation: Massacre and Mourning in edwidge Danticat’s Farming of Bones,” 
positing the “imagined community of the dead” as a contestatory force that 
uses memory as its weapon. In Helena Holgersson-shorter’s “authority’s 
shadowy Double: thomas Jefferson and the architecture of Illegitimacy” 
and Nalini Natarajan’s “Fanon as ‘Metrocolonial’ Flaneur in the caribbean 
Post-Plantation/algerian colonial city,” architecture serves as a metaphor 
for the colonial ethnoclass structures in Virginia and Martinique. While 
Holgersson-shorter questions the stability of the Black/White binary oppo-
sition underlying the u.s. plantation system, Nalini Natarajan analyzes the 
complex way in which Fanon’s dual identity as a Martiniquan and a trans-
planted intellectuel engagé in algeria influences his theorizations of postco-
lonial Martinique and colonial algeria.

The Masters and the Slaves is a welcome contribution to atlantic studies, 
and is sure to inspire further interdisciplinary collaboration in the field.
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this is undoubtedly a work of fine scholarship, showing a deep appreciation 
of the historical processes and trajectories that shaped interactions between 
vecinos and indios in spain’s american territories. Weber nicely uses the 
rhetorical contrast between barbarous savages and enlightened spaniards to 
focus on the period of the reformist Bourbon monarchy in spain (1700-1808) 
and its policies and actions in america. Implicit in this survey is the critical 
question of whether at this time the spanish throne effectively divested itself 
of a legacy of violent and rapacious conquest, gleefully rehearsed by spain’s 
imperial rivals since the early sixteenth century, to become a true exemplar 
of enlightenment.

the historiographical model followed, one of centers and peripheries, 
borderlands and shifting zones of colonial rivalry, gives appropriate emphasis 
to the dynamic and often rapidly changing demographies and political struc-
tures of the colonial world. In turn the histories uncovered are of the socio-
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logical, political, and economic kind. as with the essays in the recent third 
volume of the Cambridge History of Native American Peoples (solomon & 
schwartz 1999), the myriad forms of resistance, persistence, and evanescence 
in native ways of life is strikingly outlined. thus Weber provides a clear and 
engaging overview of the ways in which spanish political, evangelical, and 
economic policies created for native peoples a common landscape of engage-
ment with the colonial powers. By extension, the ways in which non-spanish 
colonial rivals consistently used the americas as a forum for the prosecution 
of european wars and conflicts, as well as a context for emerging national 
destinies, also acted to stimulate similar kinds of social change throughout 
the americas which are painstakingly documented in this work.

the work is comprehensive, but risks being compendious, and therefore 
does not always give appropriate emphasis to the great variety of infor-
mation that is presented, or evaluate its local meanings in quite the right 
way. Miskitos, Guajiros, and caribs are all excellent examples of certain 
kinds of historical and sociological processes that, given the uniformity of 
spanish policies, created analogous situations and indigenous responses to 
them. However, at the same time attention to this tends to ignore the criti-
cal ways in which those seemingly similar phenomena were embedded in 
local processes. this is not a standard argument, perhaps more usually heard 
from historians, for some form of blinkered particularism, but rather a plea 
to recognize that a comparative evaluation of local processes, instead of a 
comparison of the formal similarity of social and cultural traits that emerged 
from such processes, is what is needed. the work of historians and anthro-
pologists over the last two decades has revealed the promise for all kinds of 
highly detailed local histories and also opened up possibilities for other kinds 
of historiographical analysis.

For example, in a book such as this which is explicitly directed toward the 
“spaniards and their savages,” the work of imagination and representation is 
little discussed. although the frameworks of some of the key enlightenment 
authors, particularly alejandro Malapasina, are conscientiously outlined, 
certain critical matters remain unaddressed or are rather quickly passed over. 
the idea of cannibalism was critical to not only spanish thinking, but also 
to the Portuguese, in the shaping of imaginative and material relationships 
with the native population. From the moment of columbus’s first voyage, 
even until today, the association of american Indians, especially in south 
america, and the practice of anthropophagy – which became “cannibalism” 
only through the transliteration of native ethnonyms such as calina or calibi 
– has been indelible and of great historical significance. this was because 
of the way in which both formal legal codes and strategies of conquest and 
slavery by the spanish were structured around the notion of cannibalism as a 
justification for such actions, which made the discourse around cannibalism, 
for both the spanish and their savages, a highly charged political arena. also 
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apparently overlooked in this book is the question of how “blackness” and 
its political partner “marronage” may have played in to native resistance and 
spanish polices for reform. Indeed the notion of the “indigenous” is never 
itself questioned despite the importance in some regions, as Weber acknowl-
edges, of the presence of Dutch, French, and english plantations and slaves 
to the unfolding histories of the eighteenth century.

this valuable resource perhaps most readily compares to John Hemming’s 
compendious works on Brazil, Red Gold (1978) and Amazon Frontier (1987). 
But as in those books, the effort to extract intelligible accounts of historical pro-
cess common across such vast regions of time and space has meant bypassing a 
different and even more interesting project – delineating the cultural context of 
enlightenment thought and its connection to the picturing of the bárbaros.
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larry Gragg opens his preface (p. vii) by declaring: “this book challenges the 
view that the seventeenth-century english sugar planters of Barbados were 
architects of a social disaster” – i.e., the view that I advanced in Sugar and 
Slaves, published in 1972. so before I take up Gragg’s challenge, let me explain 
how and why I arrived so many years ago at my “social disaster” position. 
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Back in 1961-1962 when I began to work on Sugar and Slaves I spent 
a year in london trying to discover the “real” seventeenth-century history 
of Barbados, the leeward Islands, and Jamaica from the manuscripts in the 
Public record Office and the books and manuscripts in the British Museum. 
at that time very little had yet been written on the beginnings of english 
sugar cultivation in the caribbean, or about the initial importation of slave 
laborers from africa to the english islands. the sparse secondary literature 
was of small help to me because the focus was almost entirely on english 
warfare with the spanish and French or on petty political and constitutional 
developments within the english island colonies. and it was not easy to pen-
etrate the files of caribbean correspondence in the colonial Office records. 
the formulaic dispatches to and from Barbados revealed very little about 
social or economic developments on this island. When I visited Barbados 
later in the 1960s, the tourist guidebooks assured me that I was in “little 
england,” but the place didn’t seem very english to me, and I wondered why 
I was focusing on the doings of seventeenth-century White people when the 
population today is over 90 percent afro-caribbean. aroused by the Black 
freedom movement of the 1960s in the united states, I wanted to find out 
how slavery got started in Barbados before it spread to North america, and 
what early slave life was like in the West Indies. stimulated by the practitio-
ners of what was then the “new” social history in colonial North america, I 
wanted to find out how the early White colonists responded to the novelty 
and dangers of life in the tropics. so I searched for social records about the 
seventeenth-century caribbean colonies – with primary focus on Barbados 
– and when I pieced these records together I concluded that life in early 
Barbados was extremely different from seventeenth-century england and 
even more different from early Massachusetts. three features of Barbados 
society seemed particularly distinctive: amazingly quick riches for the most 
aggressive and entrepreneurial Barbadian Whites, quick death for most 
Whites and Blacks alike, and brutal White exploitation of Black labor. this 
for me added up to a recipe for social disaster.

larry Gragg tells a much more upbeat story in Englishmen Transplanted. 
His book is thoroughly researched, well-designed, and clearly argued, and he 
describes more comprehensively than any previous historian the tremendous 
changes that took place in Barbados within a very short time span between 
1627 and 1660. His focus throughout is on the remarkable success of the 
english settlers who started the sugar revolution in the caribbean and quickly 
built their small colony into the most important english commercial center in 
the New World. He also argues, as his title suggests, that the early colonists 
in Barbados did everything they possibly could to replicate on their tropical 
island the society that they came from in england.

I have no quarrel with Gragg’s account of the economic achievement 
of the first-generation Barbados sugar planters in the 1640s and 1650s – a 
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theme strongly emphasized in Sugar and Slaves and by all succeeding com-
mentators. He tells this story well, and demonstrates effectively that a rela-
tively small number of english merchants and early settlers who invested 
substantial wealth in the island were both the chief progenitors and the chief 
beneficiaries of the sugar revolution. rejecting the notion that the Dutch 
played a vital role during the 1640s and 1650s, he tracks the activities of sev-
eral dozen leading englishmen who invested in Barbados sugar production 
and who also managed the early importation of slave laborers from africa. 
Gragg also discusses the labor issue at length. He describes how thousands of 
impecunious englishmen migrated voluntarily to Barbados as servants, even 
though they were treated very harshly and mostly ended up in poverty, and 
argues that the planters quickly switched from english servants to african 
slaves in the 1640s and 1650s for economic rather than racial reasons. Gragg 
emphasizes the extraordinarily brutal treatment meted out to the servants and 
especially to the slaves, and then normalizes this treatment on the grounds 
that the english colonists saw their african workers as belonging to a subhu-
man species perfectly tailored for enslavement. 

In Gragg’s Barbados, englishmen are the only inhabitants who matter. 
He spends many pages detailing the colonists’ efforts to transplant english 
governmental institutions: a representative assembly, an appointed council, 
a colony-wide code of laws, and a web of local parishes with anglican 
churches offering religious services, courts, and justices to keep the peace, 
and troops of militia to maintain order. Of course the english colonists in 
North america also transplanted english governmental institutions. the real 
issue is how the colonists used or abused these institutions. Gragg celebrates 
the rapid development of a Barbadian social hierarchy in which the elite 
sugar planters completely dominated all aspects of society – in emulation of 
the aristocracy at home. But I would argue that they went well beyond the 
aristocracy at home in exploiting the poor Whites and especially the african 
slaves to their own narrow advantage. reading Englishmen Transplanted 
makes me realize how I indulged in moralistic overkill when I excoriated the 
Barbados planters in Sugar and Slaves. But I stick to my conclusion (Dunn p. 
335) that the early Barbadians have a lot to answer for. their social formula, 
“a small cadre of white planters driving an army of black slaves, was totally 
without precedent in english experience. Once established, it shaped three 
centuries of caribbean life.” 
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this book is an excellent microhistory of a West Indian-born Mulatto slave 
woman named rebecca who gained her freedom, converted to christianity, 
joined the Moravian church, and played a critical role in the beginning of 
that group’s missionary efforts among slaves on st. thomas during the 1730s 
and 1740s. rebecca then traveled with the Moravians to their settlements 
in Germany and was ultimately assigned to work with her new husband on 
the Gold coast in West africa, where she died, alone and forgotten, in 1781. 
sensbach skillfully describes the places and events relevant to rebecca’s 
life and those of her Moravian co-workers throughout her odyssey, and with 
this illustrates the interconnectedness of africa, the caribbean, and europe 
on a personal level. He relies primarily on Moravian records, including let-
ters written by rebecca and voluminous reports, diaries, and community 
and church records. From this he concludes that rebecca played a critical 
role in the mass conversion of slaves on st. thomas in the mid-eighteenth 
century. this occurred much earlier than it did in the British caribbean, in 
the North american colonies, or anywhere else in Protestant lands for that 
matter. sensbach speculates that the missionary-slave experience on st. 
thomas became a model for the spread of evangelical religion throughout the 
New World, as “black Pietism” radiated outward across the caribbean and 
to North america. this made rebecca, christian Protten (an african-born 
mulatto man who became her second husband and a Moravian missionary 
as well), and other black and mulatto missionaries the “earliest harbingers 
of what would become an international evangelicalism spanning the atlantic 
in multiple directions” (p. 241). this is a good atlantic study that sheds light 
on important old questions regarding the conversion of african and african 
american slaves to christianity. sensbach expertly describes the context in 
which the st. thomas conversions occurred and shows how the Moravians 
brought them about. Initially White missionaries who were against slavery 
offered literacy and decent treatment to slaves in the missions. then Black 
and Mulatto preachers and assistants worked among the slaves and eventually 
induced them to convert. Most of the converts and many of the missionaries 
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were women. the missionaries overcame violent resistance from other slaves 
and especially White inhabitants as they worked. a crucial turning point came 
in 1739, when the Moravians bought a plantation with slaves to provide a 
spiritual refuge for their further missionary efforts. this meant that they could 
continue their mission, attracting slaves from throughout the island who could 
worship without fear of attack, at least while on Moravian property. But it 
also meant that the Moravians had bought into the slave system. In fact, at 
the same time they began preaching obedience to the slaves and the impor-
tance of preserving social order. therein lies the crux of the problem in terms 
of interpreting the experience of early mass conversion by african slaves to 
Protestant evangelical religion: Was it a radical act on the part of the slaves, or 
did conversion help to undermine slave resistance and support slavery?

this is a difficult question, more complex than many realize, but sensbach 
favors the view that there was a radical, liberating element to slave conver-
sion, especially for women. He argues that conversion and preaching helped 
rebecca to escape the “traps of race and gender that snared so many women. 
evangelical religion was the vehicle that carried her across geographic and 
cultural borders, and her skills as a leader and teacher provided an entrée 
to another life” (p. 200). sensbach stresses that conversion and preaching 
allowed unknown people “to claim spiritual authority for themselves” (p. 
238). they helped to spread “christ’s liberating grace” to slaves (p. 239), and 
christianity provided slaves with an ideology of resistance.

Was conversion really radical? Yes, as long as it brought the promise of 
emancipation, equality, and literacy, and as long as the planters violently 
resisted it, all of which happened on st. thomas before 1739. It is more dif-
ficult to argue that conversion was radical after the White missionaries began 
supporting the slave system. Here it is important to focus on rebecca and the 
role of Black/Mulatto agency. after the White missionaries began to support 
the slave order, it was primarily slave and ex-slave preachers like rebecca 
who led the conversion efforts, and they may not have been preaching a con-
servative message. If they continued to promote elements of the earlier radi-
cal message, those efforts would explain why slaves on st. thomas continued 
to convert and why the planters continued to resist this movement, in spite of 
White Moravian pleas that they were supporting the slave order. after 1739 
the slaves may have been buying something that the White missionaries were 
not selling. eventually Whites became satisfied that christianity was “safe,” 
and it is less clear that conversion or the christian experience was radical. 
some of rebecca’s own writings later in her life that seemed to promote the 
social order suggest that the movement was becoming less radical over time, 
but it is still uncertain what the majority of slaves believed about these issues 
in the eighteenth century.

While we are not yet in a position to answer the question of radical-
ism, the Moravians’ careful documentation of these early experiences and 
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sensbach’s astute analysis and presentation are bringing us closer. His view 
of st. thomas as an atlantic Protestant model needs to be substantiated, but 
historians have undervalued the role of Moravians and slaves on st. thomas, 
and it is also clear that the Moravians were the first Protestants to take a mis-
sion to african slaves seriously. st. thomas very likely was a model for the 
rest of the Protestant caribbean, but we cannot yet say whether this was the 
case for British North america. Nevertheless, sensbach’s attempt to connect 
these events and influences to the later abolition movement (pp. 243 ff.) is not 
farfetched, as Denmark was the first to ban the atlantic slave trade in 1802. 

Laboring Women: Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery. Jennifer 
L. morgan. Philadelphia: university of Pennsylvania Press, 2004. xvi + 
279 pp. (cloth us$ 55.00)
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Laboring Women is part of the interdisciplinary early american studies 
series edited by Daniel K. richter and Kathleen M. Brown. the series aims 
at “exploring neglected aspects of our [presumably u.s.] colonial, revolution-
ary, and early national history and culture” (p. ii). But the geographic focus 
includes the english West Indies, in particular Barbados. the series also pur-
ports to reinterpret “familiar themes and events in fresh ways” (p. ii). this 
book comes closer to the second objective than the first, as the themes covered 
are, indeed, familiar. since the 1970s, historians have argued consistently, 
and demonstrated conclusively, that gender was critical to the ways in which 
enslavers organized production and reproduction in the plantation systems 
of the americas. still, no discourse is ever really closed and Morgan mines 
inventories, wills, and other data sets to expand the empirical base of the sub-
ject of the role of reproduction in the plantation systems of the americas. she 
also attempts to reinterpret these data in order to test the durability of old con-
clusions. But her claim on p. 11 that “initially I conceived this book as a way 
to revise what I saw as a fairly significant obfuscation in the historiography 
of slave societies – namely that ‘slave’ equaled ‘man’” is certainly a curious 
comment for a 2004 book, given the long history of gender/women’s studies.
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conscious of the varying contexts within which the enslaved and enslav-
ers led their lives, Morgan uses comparative methodology to draw atten-
tion to the continued need to understand the divergences and complexities of 
slavery in disparate geographical contexts, even while identifying unifying 
ideologies and mentalities that determined a common set of experiences on 
the part of the enslaved. More specifically, she poses relevant questions relat-
ing to women’s bodies under enslavement. “Does the significance of repro-
ductive potential ... transcend the significance of New World commodities 
and territories?” (p. 2). and was the ability to reproduce the labor force the 
most important factor unifying women’s experiences across time and space, 
regardless of the type of commodity produced or service rendered, or indeed 
the place where they served their enslavement? Morgan insists that repro-
duction was central, not tangential to the slavery project and confined to the 
so-called “pro-natalist” nineteenth century, a point that is not stressed enough 
by those who crunch comparative demographic data on the caribbean and 
the united states. 

these questions are problematized over six chapters. the themes, texts, 
and visual representations contained in chapter 1 are familiar and deal with 
the process of constructing Black women as the colonial “other” in order 
to exploit them. Morgan rehearses the interplay between european writers’ 
notions of african women’s sexual identities and the development of racist 
ideology, reinforcing the ideas that the willingness to exploit african wom-
en’s labor became intimately tied to ideas about reproduction. the demo-
graphic profile in the trade in africans to the americas is revisited in chapter 
2, with hardly any new conclusions. Morgan addresses the rationale for the 
gender composition of the trade, debating, like other scholars, planter prefer-
ence, age, ethnicity, skill sets, and prices. she stresses that women and chil-
dren together outnumbered adult men in the slave trade, but is still forced to 
conclude that overall the trade was male dominated.

chapter 3 explores enslavers’ appropriation of enslaved women’s repro-
ductive lives and argues that speculation about women’s childbearing capac-
ity was a natural outgrowth of slave ownership. as Morgan puts it (using 
probate inventories and wills to demonstrate this effectively), “slaveowners 
from Jamaica to Johns Island invested their hopes in the reproductive capaci-
ties of their human property” (p. 87). such appropriation terrorized women’s 
bodies and sense of self. the book’s discussion of Black women’s african 
background, which is insufficiently diverse, almost essentializes african 
women’s occupational roles. the importance of this chapter is its explora-
tion of the contradictions between enslavers’ ideological views of africa and 
african women (and their attempts to legislate the perceived differences), 
and their actual relations with them. 

chapter 4 discusses the ways in which enslaved women experienced 
the claims upon their wombs. Morgan shows that even as enslavers built 
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their lives around women’s reproductive capacity, some women, where they 
could, refused to collaborate. she provides firm evidence of abortifacients 
– still a hazy matter in american history. she revisits the theory of creoliza-
tion, a necessary result of population growth through natural means/inter-
racial sex, and its meaning for parenthood (a status both acknowledged and 
dismissed), cultural change, and african ethnic presence. chapter 5 covers 
familiar themes in african-american women’s history, including women’s 
productive roles and their ubiquitous presence in the field with few avenues 
of escape, compared to men’s opportunities of upward mobility.

chapter 6 questions enslaved women’s power within the slave system 
(including “reproductive power”) and examines their multidimensional reac-
tions to enslavement. Morgan reinforces the presence of reproductive forms 
of resistance and rehearses the old debate over resistance and accommoda-
tion, which, despite her suggestion, few scholars now view as binary oppo-
sites. those familiar with the historiography of resistance and the debates 
over definition could find this chapter annoying. But on the other hand, no 
study of the slave system can be complete without including agency.

In the end, this is an attempt to recast the history of racial ideology by cen-
tering gender and exploring how the categories of race and gender informed 
each other. the book is important in showing that there is still a need to cen-
ter women’s reproductive identities and the implications of women’s repro-
ductive capacity for the meaning of enslavement. talk about integrating such 
themes in the “general history of the americas” remains just that – talk.

Race and Labor in the Hispanic Caribbean: The West Indian Immigrant 
Worker Experience in Nineteenth-Century Puerto Rico, 1800-1850. Jorge 
LuiS chinea. Gainesville: university Press of Florida, 2005. xv + 272. 
(cloth us$ 59.95)

Juan JoSé baLDrich
Department of sociology and anthropology
university of Puerto rico
río Piedras, Puerto rico 00931-3345
<juan.baldrich.grd.soci@aya.yale.edu>

this book, originally a doctoral dissertation at the university of Minnesota, 
was written against the backdrop of José luis González’s classic El país de 
cuatro pisos, and can be read as a rich conversation between an archive-
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researched piece of history and a literary essay. By documenting the trials 
and tribulations of West Indian foreigners in their migration to the sugar-
producing coastal plain, chinea meticulously qualifies the now dominant 
vision of José luis González, “second story,” which refers to the nineteenth- 
century Whitening of the Puerto rican population. always respectful of the 
classic, he stops short of a direct engagement by characterizing his own book 
as a modest study of caribbean migration to Puerto rico during the first half 
of the nineteenth century. Yet El país seems to provide the orientation to the 
work reviewed.

chinea conscientiously documents – in thirty pages of endnotes – the 
breadth and scope of the migration of foreigners from the antilles to Puerto 
rico. He painstakingly gives life to the majority of them as “people of color,” 
whether slave or free (p. 6). the methodology to document his research proves 
to be ingenious. Holding the presumption that official documents “only par-
tially captured or revealed the actual participation” (p. 8, see also pp. 7, 9) 
of nonwhite immigrants, he looks for them in the documents’ “silences.” His 
search for the silences puts e.P. thompson’s interrogation of evidence “by 
minds trained in a discipline of attentive disbelief” to effective use.

this research has relied on embarkation licenses, population censuses, 
church registers, and notarial records, but in order to document the silences 
he has examined, among other sources, naval, military, public safety, con-
sular, immigration, passport, and population files (p. 14). chinea consulted 
archives in san Juan, seville, and Madrid, as well as at Johns Hopkins, the 
university of Florida, and the library of congress. the principal source 
for his database derives from a careful, time-consuming examination of an 
impressive nineteen-reel file, Extranjeros en Puerto Rico, ca. 1800-1845, 
housed in the National archives in Washington (p. 68). additionally he relies 
on the slavery series at the archivo General in san Juan to document slave 
purchases in the caribbean (pp. 176-77).

Race and Labor effectively reconstructs a bustling Puerto rico deeply 
intertwined with the antilles by the multiethnic and multicultural charac-
ter of its littoral. the coasts of the island provided refuge and safe havens 
to a heterogeneous mixture of émigré plantation owners, artisans, runaway 
slaves, and female-led families. the bulk of chinea’s work relies on the files 
of 1,421 heads of household of West Indian provenance who migrated to 
Puerto rico along with 720 relatives and dependents (p. 72). they amounted 
to some 26.3 percent of all officially documented foreign migrants. their 
real number is considerably higher, as he shows, on account of three other 
groups. First, there were free people or runaway slaves, who were undocu-
mented. second, upon the British abolition of the slave trade many plant-
ers turned to the lesser antilles as a source of coerced labor (p. 107). and 
finally, some of the europeans arrived in Puerto rico after a sojourn in other 
antilles (pp. 73, 91).
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about 40 percent of the 1,421 officially documented foreign heads of 
household migrating to Puerto rico between 1800 and 1850 did so from 
French colonies, principally from saint Domingue due to the revolution (pp. 
75-76). the next highest number were those from the Dutch and Danish 
islands. Demographically speaking, the West Indian migrants were typically 
single, young, free, “colored” men (and a small number of women) who 
sought to improve their station in life by seeking better jobs or access to 
land (p. 81). chinea ably documents how, upon arrival, they faced the local 
version of racism – conceptualized as a caste system – that they had already 
experienced as a constraint to social mobility and work opportunities. Most 
of them worked at the lower end of the scale of occupations as “tradesmen, 
rank-and-file soldiers, curanderos/as, street musicians, small-scale bakers, 
and seafarers” (p. 101).

unfortunately, Race and Labor does not provide a nuanced view of the 
social and economic conditions of the island during the 1750-1800 period 
that occupies much of the book. chinea homogenizes these conditions into 
a “pre-plantation era” (pp. 14, 34-35, 28-65) characterized by “subsistence 
farming and cattle ranching” (p. 19) or “hatos and estancias” (p. 114). this 
characterization misses a lively commercial agriculture centered around 
tobacco smuggling for the Dutch and a slaveholding plantation sector that 
he, nevertheless, is aware of in his description of a plantation belt stretching 
from toa Baja to canóvanas in the northern littoral (p. 37).

to depict the resistance to official spanish rule, he ably uses, modifies, 
and amplifies Quintero rivera’s counter-plantation (pp. 15-16, 144, 146). 
He also refers to the ethnogenesis of a jíbaro culture associated with the 
transformation of the remnants of the Indian population (p. 32). Herein lies 
a paradox that the book fails to explain. chinea refers to Puerto rico in the 
late eighteenth century as a pre-plantation society during a period in which it 
developed a counter-plantation type of resistance to spanish rule.

Joining María del carmen Baerga, David stark, and other scholars who 
are currently studying the Black and Mulatto components of Puerto rican 
society during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, chinea has pro-
vided a refreshing depiction of the West Indian contribution to Puerto rican 
society based on impressive and extensive archival research.
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separately and collectively, these essays are a fitting tribute to the pioneer-
ing scholarship of O. Nigel Bolland and his award-winning The Politics of 
Labour in the British Caribbean (2001). extending his insights from the 
anglophone to the Hispanic caribbean, and from the upheavals of the 1930s 
to the present, they examine the pivotal role that labor has played, and con-
tinues to play, in shaping not only the political culture of the region and its 
history, but also its domestic and social organization. 

In the context of the caribbean, labor is both local and global, built on the 
voluntary and involuntary in-migrations from europe, asia and – especially 
– africa. conversely, fluctuations in the market of the global commodities 
resulted in out-migrations of labor, within the region, and then beyond, pro-
viding one more unique feature of the global/local nexus of the caribbean. 
But if this conduit between the worker and the world is one legacy of the 
caribbean, another is the social cleavages based on race which long confused 
the categories of class, and obscured those of gender. the history of labor in 
the caribbean is necessarily the history of race and any contemporary analy-
sis of labor relations must be predicated on historic (if not current) racial (and 
gender) divisions. If the experience of race serves as a unifying factor of the 
region, the old Imperial divisions continue to divide it – by language, com-
merce, communications and, still, by scholarship. the linkages are, however, 
there in the shared histories and experiences, the political movements and 
intellectual currents, and through the migrants and itinerant traders. 

It is these themes, the internationalization of labor, the linked region, and 
the salience of class that are the focus of this collection of seven essays. the 
first, by antonio lauria-Perricelli, is a sharp critique of the complex relation-
ships between working-class dissent, political parties, nationalism, and the 
united states in Puerto rico in the 1930s. a key theme – which runs through 
the collection – is related to the development and transmission of historical 
consciousness and its corollary, historical memory. a key emphasis, equally 
apparent throughout the volume, is the agency that working people were able 
to exert on transforming political direction. In Puerto rico, the widespread 
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disturbances that began with the tobacco growers’ boycott of 1931 formed 
the backdrop to the decade as workers sought mechanisms through which to 
express and organize (and survive) discontent. lauria-Perricelli also draws 
attention to two key areas demanding urgent scholarly investigation – the 
level of international support extended to working-class struggles and the 
ways in which those struggles were supported on the ground, including who 
gave food, succor, and shelter to whom. 

While lauria-Perricelli raises the international linkages in the struggles 
in Puerto rico in the 1930s, Karla slocum’s essay on the labor struggles of 
the 1990s by st. lucia’s banana producers explores the impact of the global 
market on their living and working conditions. required to change long-
established practices for a lower return on their goods, the banana producers 
formed a Banana salvation committee (Bsc) to challenge the government 
and the activities of its agent, the st. lucian Banana Growers’ association 
(slBGa). significantly, the producers – all small farmers – translated them-
selves into the position of laborers and thus assumed a class relationship 
vis-à-vis both the government and the slBGa, while the Bsc was able to 
subvert the prevailing stereotypes of power and loyalty so that the banana 
producers, and not the government, were the ones with clout and integrity. 
Nevertheless, she points out, while the Bsc provides an important reminder 
of the importance of local and national conditions in a global environment, 
the Bsc itself ignored the needs of an important constituency of banana pro-
ducers and workers: women. 

the exclusion of women is a familiar theme in labor history. rhoda 
reddock’s essay rescues the role of women in the disturbances in the British 
West Indies in the 1930s, a role hidden from much of the early historiography, 
as much as it was hidden from social reformers and even the labor leadership. 
locating women’s resistance in the longue durée of slavery and postemanci-
pation society, she highlights the role women played in the resistance distur-
bances of the 1930s, culminating in the 1937-38 riots in trinidad and Jamaica. 
In the aftermath of the riots, the newly formed trade unions, by promoting the 
notion of a “family wage,” effectively excluded women from membership, 
representation, and participation in this form of labor activity. Bringing the 
role of women in trade unions into the contemporary context, e. lynn Bolles 
shows in her essay how continuing sexism within the anglophone caribbean 
labor movement continued to make it difficult for women to participate in 
trade union activity, let alone aspire to leadership positions within it. echoing 
reddock’s argument, she points out that women did, nevertheless, participate, 
despite what was for many of them both struggle and sacrifice, until the 1980s 
when the Project for the Development of caribbean Women in trade unions 
developed a program of training for women across a range of skills, result-
ing in a significantly enhanced level of participation by women at all levels 
(including leadership) in the trade union movement. 
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constance sutton and John Dumoulin, who have both revisited former 
sites of research, take two very different approaches. sutton’s essay exam-
ines the 1958 wild-cat strikes of sugar workers in Barbados. the sugar work-
ers were the largest workforce, but the most difficult to organize. Yet in 1958, 
19,000 of them, almost half of whom were women, stopped work and shut 
down sugar production for five weeks. the Barbados Workers union at first 
disowned them, and then sought to capitalize on their action. For the sugar 
workers, the strike provided a means of direct action, circumventing the 
political leadership which many distrusted or did not feel would be suffi-
ciently strong to stand up to their old enemy, the planter. this was one of the 
longest strikes – perhaps the longest – in the history of Barbados, yet does 
not figure in national histories except as a vague reference to the 1958 “sugar 
crisis,” (see, for instance, Beckles 2004). the explanation may be found, as 
sutton suggests, in the difficulty of placing the strike in a recognizable nar-
rative of labor heroism: there was no identifiable, male leader, nor was there 
the dubious glamor of violence. On the contrary, you had spontaneous action 
over several weeks, with strikers (women and men) sustained in the villages, 
proving an embarrassment, and challenge, to the newly elected political and 
trade union leaders.

John Dumoulin’s essay examines the changes that have taken place in a 
remote cuban sugar-producing community since his first visit in the early 
1960s. then, the village and family life for this mainly spanish-heritage 
community was shaped by the sugar workers’ dependence on the local mill. 
education was limited; men were the breadwinners and women their depen-
dants; unemployment was rife. although the labor strikes of the 1930s were, 
by the 1950s, forgotten, the principles they represented – land reform, fair 
wages – remained. the land reform of the 1960s not only expanded employ-
ment but brought a new generation into political activism, opening avenues 
for promotion, and employment opportunities for women. 

a cuban retrospective is the focus of the final essay in the volume. the 
commodity here is the iconic Havana cigar. Jean stubbs traces the production 
of the cigar and the ways tasks were de-skilled as they were taken over by 
either women or Blacks (or both). It also follows the migratory route of the 
cigar itself as émigrés to North america set up shop in the 1890s and, more 
recently, in other sites within the Hispanic caribbean. the story is not merely 
one of challenges to, and appropriation of, an icon. It also reveals the raced 
and gendered history of the early labor struggles of tobacco workers not only 
in cuba but in the united states. 

the caribbean and its labor, as Bolland suggests, has always been at the 
cutting edge of global trends and this collection of essays is a rich testament 
to Bolland’s original work. Its strengths lay in its cross-caribbean focus, its 
thematic diversity, its emphasis on labor as agent of political change, the 
symbiosis between race, gender, and class and the ways in which narratives 
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and memories of labor are transmitted and transformed. this is a timely and 
well-edited volume and points the way – as good books should – not only 
to understanding the past, but to future directions for research, exploring 
the development of historical consciousnesses within the region, or teasing 
out the continuing linkages between the global, the local, and the regional, 
particularly those “from below.” there is much to be done, not least in incor-
porating experiences from the French and Dutch caribbean. let us hope that 
this book leads the way. 
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Gert Oostindie is probably the person who has done the most in recent years 
to explain and interpret Dutch caribbean history, politics, and culture to the 
not insignificant constituency consisting of those of us who can’t read Dutch, 
to enlighten us on that “illegible and – in part, consequently – forgotten cor-
ner of the atlantic world” (p. ix). this book makes an important contribu-
tion to what is clearly a long-term project by Oostindie, who is professor of 
caribbean studies at leiden university and director of the renowned KItlV 
(royal Netherlands Institute of southeast asian and caribbean studies).

Its publication history is complex: it is an abridged and revised version of 
a Dutch-language work of the same title, first published in 1997. Oostindie 
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left out material he felt was unnecessary for english-language readers who 
were likely to be familiar with the main lines of caribbean history, and also 
omitted some entire chapters in the original. three chapters have already 
appeared, in english, in other books. Oostindie wrote some sections origi-
nally in english, others have been translated from Dutch. the present book, 
appearing in the long-running and prestigious Warwick university caribbean 
studies series, includes a valuable bibliography (pp. 181-199) with works in 
english, Dutch, spanish, French, German, and Papiamentu (and, for all I 
know, Papiamento also).

the book’s rather postmodern origins and complicated history have pro-
duced not a narrative history, nor a straightforward account of suriname, 
the Netherlands antilles, and aruba at the start of the twenty-first century, 
but seven interconnected essays on particular themes, historical and con-
temporary. the drawback of this structure is a tendency to repetition, both 
between chapters, and occasionally within a chapter (for instance, chapter 
4). On the positive side, it gives Oostindie the opportunity to consider a wide 
range of topics, moving seamlessly between suriname, the islands, and the 
Netherlands, and displaying his effortless and erudite grasp of the history, 
and contemporary sociopolitical situation, of the seven formerly Dutch colo-
nies in the caribbean.

chapter 1 offers a survey of “Dutch caribbean” history – assuming there 
was, or is, such an entity – which stresses the huge differences between 
suriname and the islands, and between the leewards and the Windwards, 
despite the very small territorial extent and populations of the six islands (or, 
strictly, five and a half, since sint Maarten/st. Martin is famously divided 
between France and the Netherlands). In addition to these striking diversi-
ties, Oostindie notes that the Dutch “civilizing mission” was always very 
weak; not only did the Dutch colonies have little in common with each other, 
they shared remarkably little with their colonizing power other than formal 
colonial rule: “Dutch in name, these colonies were distinct from the mother 
country in most respects” (p. 20). 

In an interesting second chapter, Oostindie examines the debate on slav-
ery and abolition in the Dutch caribbean through the contemporary (mainly 
nineteenth-century) literature. that there was a debate is made clear, even if 
it was neither “passionate,” nor original in content (compared with the simi-
lar literature of the other slave powers), nor important to the Dutch people or 
even the elites. the literature always focused on suriname, not surprisingly 
when we recall that slave labor was relatively insignificant to curaçao and 
the other islands by the 1800s while suriname, of course, was a full-fledged 
plantation/slave economy.

For this reviewer, chapter 3, “stubborn Plurality,” was the most reward-
ing of the seven essays. It is a thoughtful and erudite discussion of the ethnic 
and class composition of the former Dutch colonies, including very recent 
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developments. Divisions in suriname are mainly ethnic (the “pillars” sup-
porting the society), in the islands color and culture (language and christian 
denomination especially) are the key principles of stratification, and 
Oostindie argues that neither ethnic differences in the former nor the color/
class hierarchy in the latter seem to be declining in recent years. suriname, of 
course, has long been recognized as in many ways the most “plural” of all the 
caribbean countries, and Oostindie notes that “simple models” don’t work 
well when applied to that country, whether in the past or today.

chapters 4 and 5 deal with postwar political developments, dominated by 
the uneasy relationships between the caribbean territories and the Netherlands 
since the 1954 charter constituted a theoretically equal tripartite partner-
ship between the metropole, the antilles, and suriname. In suriname, creole 
(afro-surinamese) politicians rather unexpectedly opted for independence, 
and the Dutch government enthusiastically complied (1975), but the antilles 
more prudently (and reinforced by the difficult experience of suriname since 
1975) went in the other direction. aruba successfully negotiated for “sepa-
rate status” in 1986 but refused the condition that it would accept independ-
ence in the 1990s; the other five islands, still linked together in a sort of 
federal structure, made it clear that independence was not an option at all. 
the Hague had to accept that attempting to impose independence on these 
islands, against the wishes of their politicians and people, would ironically 
be seen as a high-handed, “colonialist” action – an “absurd scenario,” as 
Oostindie puts it, yet it is the current reality. even suriname is still heavily 
dependent on the Netherlands for aid. the Hague is unable to disengage, 
and Oostindie believes that over the next decade there is likely to be even-
tual fragmentation into six separate polities (following aruba), and increased 
direct Dutch administration (“interference”) over the islands in response to 
issues of “good governance” (corruption, drugs, international crime). Would 
this mean “recolonization” in territories which refuse “independence”?

chapter 6 focuses on the relatively large caribbean diaspora in the 
Netherlands – there are some 320,000 people of surinamese origin there 
today, as compared to 420,000 in suriname. and chapter 7 meditates about 
the efforts to forge usable identities in the islands and in suriname over the 
last few decades. Here Oostindie provides a trenchant, occasionally acerbic, 
yet always sympathetic analysis of how intellectuals and politicians from 
these postcolonial/recolonized little countries have tried to forge historical 
narratives to use their colonial pasts to create contemporary identities. Indeed, 
this is the tone that pervades Oostindie’s interesting book: clear-eyed, prag-
matic, unromantic, yet always engaged with, and immensely knowledgeable 
about, the “Dutch caribbean” territories that are the subject of this book and 
the main focus of his formidable corpus of research and writing.
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the front cover of this book is graced with Gustav lundberg’s 1775 paint-
ing of adolph ludvig Gustaf albrecht couschi, also known as Badin. He 
was born around 1747 on the Danish island of st. croix as the slave of the 
governor of the Danish West Indies, who brought him as a young boy to 
Denmark. after a few years in Denmark he was given to the swedish royal 
court and spent the rest of his life in sweden. this “child of nature” was 
educated by Queen lovisa and eventually given an estate where he settled 
with his swedish wife. While he was accepted in court circles, contemporary 
and later descriptions, as well as cartoons, of Badin show that he remained 
a racialized other in swedish society. this intriguing person is the central 
figure in allan Pred’s book on race and the swedish national imagination. 

In the preface Pred recounts how he, upon encountering the painting of 
Badin in the National Portrait Gallery, became “fascinated immediately, if not 
transfixed” by, among other things, the “startling difference” of Badin’s por-
trait: “as a person of color he stood out there, distinctly alone amid countless 
others, hanging on the wall of the National Portrait Gallery, sharing the space 
of a magnificent renaissance castle with national ‘heroes’ and the textbook 
famous, an unexpected presence in this Who’s Who in swedish History, in 
this fortress of national identity construction” (pp. xv-xvi). Pred relates that 
as he made regular revisits to the gallery, while working on a book on cul-
tural racism in sweden, Badin “took an ever-firmer grip on my imagination” 
and his “portrait, and every mention of him, left my mind crowded with 
questions.” By the late 1990s, having “visited a stockholm museum exhibit 
where the long-standing stereotype of black hypersexuality was rendered in 
an absolutely unspeakable manner, and after having read two 1996 novels in 
which Badin was the principal character, I could not avoid assigning a central 
role to him in my next project” (p. xvi). 

as Pred began his research it became apparent that Badin had already 
been treated in a great number of more or less fictionalized texts, including 
two books published as late as the mid-1990s, as well as in several works 
of art. Badin had clearly captured the imagination of the swedish people, as 
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well as that of Pred, whose project became focused on examining swedish 
representations, in text and image, of Badin through time. that led to his con-
cern with continuities in past and present stereotypes of Blacks and other out-
siders in swedish society, as expressed in these representations, and, finally, 
the ways in which such representations have been experienced by those who 
are represented. 

the book is structured as two sets of montages, one focusing on Badin, 
the other looking at public displays of racial stereotypes from the late nine-
teenth to the late twentieth century. the montages consist of lengthy excerpts 
from texts, mainly primary sources from the last 250 years, juxtaposed with 
statements by people of immigrant background describing their experiences 
with racism in sweden today, woven together by Pred’s reflections. these 
reflections, and the whole rationale behind the book, are emblemized by two 
citations in the beginning of the book: “the past is not dead. It is not even 
past” (William Faulkner) and “telescoping of the past through the present” 
(Walter Benjamin). these quotes have inspired Pred to imagine Badin’s feel-
ings of alienation through contemporary immigrants’ experiences of rejec-
tion and discrimination, and to show the roots of the present-day denial of 
racism in the historical treatment of Badin. 

Much of Pred’s fulsome imagining takes the form of questions about 
Badin’s feelings concerning his particular situation in sweden as an indi-
vidual of high social status, yet generally regarded as belonging to an infe-
rior race. Pred asks, for example, “What divided sentiments, if any, might 
have evaded Badin’s thoughts if he discovered that an expedition dispatched 
to the senegal coast in 1787 was designed to explore the possibilities of 
establishing a swedenborgian settlement that would also permit the newly 
born West Indian company to pursue its slave-trading interests?” and two 
questions later “What anchors of identity, if any, might Badin have pulled up 
(again) upon recognizing that the very same people who denounced the gross 
misrepresentation of africans, the very same self-styled humanitarians who 
most vigorously spoke on behalf of those of african origin, did not hesitate to 
depict them as ‘weak, cowardly, and ignorant,’ in need of ‘a manly and fear-
less upbringing’?” (p. 100). and about five long questions later the following 
questions are left hanging in the air: “Was Badin overcome with simultane-
ous disbelief and resignation? Did he experience keen disappointment? Or 
a sense of betrayal? the Janus face seen again? Was there a renewed aware-
ness of his out-of-placeness? Was his reaction – whatever its form – one that 
was totally unforgettable?” (p. 101). 

the book reads for the most part like an assemblage of raw quotes from 
the copious notes Pred has compiled during his research, linked by his heart-
felt sentiments concerning how Badin and other Others in swedish society 
must feel, or have felt, about their fate. there is no doubt that Pred has a 
sincere desire to show the historical roots and continued relevance of racial 
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stereotyping in sweden. However, by adopting a speculative and poetical 
writing style where Badin is subjected to a new kind of imagining – that 
of the morally outraged person who has discovered that sweden is not the 
perfect exemplar of racial harmony that it pretends to be – Pred does his 
cause a disservice. reading this book I ended up feeling sorry for Badin, who 
has now been subjected to yet another imagining, this time at Pred’s hands. 
“Othering” is at core a phenomenon rooted in the desire to reduce others to 
the object of one’s own imagining and fantasies. It robs the identity of the 
“othered” person for one’s own purposes. In this case the purpose may be 
sympathetic. Nevertheless, it ultimately appropriates Badin’s personhood, 
creating another instance of alienated identity.

Poverty and Life Expectancy: The Jamaica Paradox. JameS c. riLey. 
cambridge: cambridge university Press, 2005. xiii + 235 pp. (cloth us$ 
60.00)

cruz maría nazario
Department of Biostatistics and epidemiology
Graduate school of Public Health
university of Puerto rico
río Piedras, Puerto rico 00931
<cnazario@rcm.upr.edu>

this book argues that Jamaica’s gain in life expectancy was led by improve-
ment in public health, schooling, and changes in individual behavior. James 
riley, a historian who has written extensively on life expectancy, had access 
to many sources of information such as vital statistics, archives, library 
resources, and input from knowledgeable individuals in Jamaica. In the 
introduction, he presents examples of countries that gained high life expec-
tancies not by economic growth but by emphasizing social justice, access to 
medical services, food and education, and greater autonomy for women. He 
considers these factors crucial for explaining the “paradox of good health in 
low-income countries” (p. 2). Nevertheless, readers will be intrigued when 
he also states that many poor countries have increased the population sur-
vival without evidence for improved social justice or female autonomy. 

life expectancy is a statistical measure calculated by applying available 
mortality data to a hypothetical cohort of individuals born in a particular 
year. thus, life expectancy in Jamaica in 1970 expresses the average age at 
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which half of the cohort (of those born in 1970) will eventually have died 
under the assumption that mortality forces remain constant throughout their 
life. It is not a measure of maximum life span nor does it represent the life 
expectancy of the population living in Jamaica during 1970. riley’s cause-
effect analysis does not properly consider these temporal distances.

the book presents many figures and tables to illustrate changes in life 
expectancy observed in Jamaica since 1920. But in numerous instances, it 
uses ambiguous terms not substantiated by evidence to explain the changes. 
For example: “most parishes had ...” (p. 90); “the schools had latrines, but 
never enough of them ...” (p. 118); “in 1950, most Jamaicans still did not 
have piped water ...” (p. 121). the reader is entitled to know: how many are 
“more” people or “most” parishes, relative to a total? What percentage of the 
schools, out of the total number, had adequate latrines? readers will raise 
these and many other questions.

riley makes an important statement regarding the hygiene lessons taught 
in schools: “Moreover, people had evidently absorbed these lessons” (p. 
120). However, this assertion is essentially called into question later on in 
the text, where one reads that “until 1950s or 1960s, few people completed 
more than four years [of schooling]; the schools were poorly served in build-
ings, equipment, and educational material; and many teachers struggled with 
their own inadequate training” (p. 192).

although one must agree with riley that public health initiatives and 
education correlate with health improvements in the population, a correla-
tion is not an unequivocal proof of causality. It is also important to recognize 
that multiple factors play important roles in disease causation and that health 
initiatives or education do not impact all subgroups in the population in the 
same manner, as is shown by health disparities observed in many countries. 
One must also stress that behavior or lifestyle modifications take many years 
to reach significant proportions in the population. and finally, we have to 
consider that the latency or incubation periods of most diseases are also mea-
sured in years or even decades. therefore, initiatives to reduce the incidence 
of disease should impact a considerable proportion of the population before 
they are exposed to specific risk factors in order to be cited as responsible for 
gains in life expectancy. Once the disease is present, the strongest modifiers 
of the risk of dying, as public health studies have shown, are access to early 
diagnosis and adequate treatment. 

to prove that life expectancy is increasing in Jamaica, riley considers age-
specific mortality rates in different cross-sectional time periods. For example, 
he compares the mortality rates of children 5-9 years old in 1920, 1949-1951, 
1970, and 2000. this method controls or minimizes the age-effect in the mor-
tality trend, but misses the opportunity to evaluate the effect of exposures to 
risk factors as well as to disease patterns that the cohort has experienced since 
birth. those individuals that were born in 1920, were 10 years old in 1930, 
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they were 30 years old in 1950, and 80 in the year 2000. thus, the impact of 
schooling, health initiatives and other socioeconomic factors in this cohort’s 
survival could be very different from those of a cohort of Jamaicans born, for 
example, in 1970. the information for these analyses (birth cohort and period 
effect) is probably available in Jamaica’s health information.

the concluding section of the last chapter states that “in Jamaica, gains 
in life expectancy up to the 1970s were led by improvement in public health, 
schooling and changes in individual behavior” (p. 194). But the book’s evi-
dence that schooling was effective is extemporaneous and unspecific. riley’s 
conclusion that life expectancy in Jamaica increased principally because of edu-
cation and that the decrease in mortality reflects the effectiveness of schooling 
is a petitio principii. Further analysis and alternative explanations that include 
multiple factors without excluding other possibilities are warranted.

The Tears of Hispaniola: Haitian and Dominican Diaspora Memory. Lucia 
m. Suárez. Gainesville: university Press of Florida, 2006. xii + 224 pp. 
(cloth us$ 59.95)

J. michaeL DaSh
Department of French
New York university
New York NY 10003, u.s.a.
<michael.dash@nyu.edu>

at the end of the novel The Farming of Bones, edwidge Danticat imagines 
the Massacre river, located on the border between Haiti and the Dominican 
republic, as a space of memory for Haiti and the Dominican republic. Her 
protagonist, amabelle, describes herself as “half submerged, the current 
floating over me in a less than gentle caress, the pebbles scouring my back.” 
Hovering between life and death, belonging and uprooting, past and present, 
amabelle, whose name epitomizes her own ambiguous identity, represents 
a novel idea of Haitian and Dominican identity. this borderland river that 
marked the massacre of the tainos by the spanish and later Haitian braceros 
by the Dominican military is construed as the hinterland space of Haitian and 
Dominican memory. In this fictional scene Danticat questions old ideas of 
self-definition in the island of Hispaniola. In her preface to rené Philoctète’s 
Massacre River (2005), Danticat describes visiting the Massacre river in 
1995 and finding that this river “filled with ghosts” had become “simply 
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a tiny braid of water.” the diminished nature of the river makes Danticat’s 
image of the river as a birthplace, a kind of amniotic fluid bloodied by his-
tory, even more forceful, as she envisions a new people “fluid as the waters 
themselves” attempting to emerge despite the policed nature of this space.

lucia suárez is less interested in the capacity of fiction to rethink the 
past. rather, as the title of her study states, she focuses singlemindedly on the 
“tears of Hispaniola.” One never doubts her good intentions but her exposé 
reduces the complex political tragedy of Haiti and the Dominican republic 
to simple melodrama. We are told that “european colonizers arrived in the 
caribbean, decided the natives were less than human, and enslaved them” 
(p. 32). later, the violence in Hispanic caribbean culture is explained by 
“macho bravado ... [which] originates in the european ‘discovery’ and colo-
nization of the americas” (p. 107). If only it were that simple. the tone of 
the work becomes even more shrill in the many asides and homilies that are 
scattered throughout the text. suárez does not mince words in calling stenio 
Vincent a “pimp of sorts,” and Duvalier, trujillo, and aristide are simply 
patriarchs enriching themselves at the expense of the people who “come out 
of their makeshift homes to support a newly emerged father figure” (p. 37). 
this is the cartoon version of caribbean politics whose gruesome excesses 
deserve a more serious treatment.

since the main aim of this study is to address “human rights issues,” 
suarez takes a narrow, sociological view of the literary text, treating it essen-
tially as testimony. readers are told in the introduction that she “set out to 
find ways in which literature intervenes constructively against a landscape of 
death, loss, and violence which the island of Hispaniola and its diaspora have 
inherited” (p. 8). Just in case we might have missed the point in the succeed-
ing pages, we are reminded in her conclusion that she has “attempted to show 
the significance of literature as an agent that intervenes in society beyond the 
strict realm of the aesthetic act” (p. 184). Writing is, therefore, judged essen-
tially in terms of its ability to give voice to silenced horrors. consequently, 
she is unforgiving of writers who are less than explicit in their reformist 
intentions. Junot Díaz fares badly: Drown is too ambiguous for suárez’s taste 
and she hopes he will mend his ways as “the next book may point to the pain 
of memory.” Her investment in the idea of the title’s “tears,” which is invoked 
throughout the text with numbing repetitiveness, leads her to dwell on the 
grueling details of Jean-robert cadet’s autobiography of an “abused slave 
child,” Restavek. the fact that this story might be exaggerated or false is 
given short shrift in suárez’s study. such an approach reduces loida Pérez’s 
Geographies of Home to “a feminist story that traces [a] journey of self-dis-
covery and self-empowerment” (p. 153). Danticat’s first novel passes muster 
as a form of therapy since “the autobiographical literature of trauma provides 
an important opportunity for victims to testify [ ...] about abuses they suf-
fered” (p. 80). No attempt is made to differentiate Danticat’s fiction from the 
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testimonies of FaVIleK (Fanm Viktim Leve Campe, “Women Victims Get 
up, stand up”), since all are seen as “acts against violence.” Marie chauvet’s 
trilogy, Amour colère folie, is also approvingly described as a denuciation of 
rape, suggesting that suárez could not have possibly read it.

It would be easy to treat Tears of Hispaniola as a dismaying example of 
good intentions gone awry but suárez seems to have a personal agenda. Not 
only does one have the feeling that it is “narrated” in the first person, but it is 
about giving visibility to Dominicans in the diaspora. the personal aspect of 
the text is fully unleashed in chapter 5, which describes suárez’s own visit to 
the Dominican republic. We then realize why the spanish quotations in the 
work are not translated since it appears that the primary readership is expected 
to be Dominican. We are told in great detail of the work of city university’s 
Dominican studies Institute and given an approved list of women writers from 
the Dominican republic. Haitian writers are arguably not treated with such 
care. We are surprised to learn that “traditional Haitian literature was written in 
the ‘we’ voice” (p. 149). Is it true to say that Haitians do not want to remember 
the massacre of 1937? rené Depestre would be surprised to learn that Face 
à la nuit is considered unsympathetic to exploited children by suárez, who 
misses its ironic tone. there is certainly need for a sober, sophisticated treat-
ment of the function of memory in the writing from the diaspora created by the 
turbulent politics of Hispaniola. Tears of Hispaniola is not that book.
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scholars, policy makers, and demagogues have debated the origin, function, 
and social consequences of african american family forms for a very long 
time. In the anglophone caribbean, during the late colonial period, family 
policy and social policy were intertwined, with the issue of the family receiv-
ing attention in the Moyne commission’s attempt to understand social unrest 
in the region. Family Love in Diaspora makes a valuable contribution to the 
understanding of african caribbean family practices and their transnational 
resiliency. through the use of life history interviews across three generations 
of forty-five families, chamberlain is able to call upon a rich body of mate-
rial to address both long-standing questions about the adaptation of family 
forms to economic conditions, and new questions such as the effect of migra-
tion from the West Indies to Great Britain on families and kinship networks. 

the central theme of the book is the documentation of how practices 
associated with West Indian families persist in Great Britain and continue to 
shape family relationships in Great Britain and kinship networks that span 
europe and the americas. By including in her research sample life histo-
ries from people from a wide range of social and economic backgrounds, 
chamberlain is able to challenge positions that view West Indian forms as 
dysfunctional and associated with poverty.

Part 1 of the book documents how the representation of the nuclear family 
as the ideal family in the colonial caribbean resulted in a pejorative represen-
tation of the african caribbean family. chamberlain discusses this mostly in 
the context of two periods: the late slavery/early postemancipation period, and 
the period between the unrest of the 1930s and the 1960s, when many of the 
english possessions in the region gained independence. she describes how dur-
ing the latter period concerns about the family were linked to concerns about 
economic and political stability as the colonies moved toward independence. 

In Part 2, chamberlain uses her rich life history data to study family orga-
nization as a process unfolding over time and generations. In this way, she 
builds on the work of r.t. smith on domestic cycles in Guyana, itself elabo-
rating on Fortes’s study of family structures over time. Her processual and 
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intergenerational perspective lays the foundation for one of the most interest-
ing insights of her book, namely, the persistence of family organization and 
sentiments over time, space, and economic condition. rather than arguing 
that the african caribbean family organization is functional in contexts of 
poverty, as some others have done, she is able to describe how it is used 
strategically in a variety of circumstances. as a result, she successfully dem-
onstrates that this family organization cannot be seen as either the cause or 
the result of poverty, but rather as a cultural institution that adapts to a variety 
of socioeconomic conditions and social challenges.

Part 3 examines some of the well-known features of african caribbean 
family organizations: the role of grandparents, community involvement in 
child-rearing, and the importance of siblings, aunts, and uncles. One of the 
most interesting elements of this section of the book is chamberlain’s dis-
cussion of how such family values persist across socioeconomic classes. 
Moreover, she shows that they remain strong despite the challenges of migra-
tion. Neither distance nor differences of class, education, or occupation are 
sufficient to overcome the resiliency of family and kinship practices.

the last part of the book adopts a comparative perspective. unfortunately, 
the penultimate chapter, on Indian caribbean families, does not meet the 
same standards as the others. unlike the groundwork chamberlain laid for 
the discussion of african caribbean families, there is no discussion of tra-
ditional family structures in India – even though, in purely temporal terms, 
Indian migration resulting from indentureship ended in 1917, over a hundred 
years after the official end of the British trade of enslaved africans in 1807. 
she claims that the family and kin practices are different, but because she 
delves into the features of Indian caribbean families with less detail than for 
african caribbean families, the contrast is not made as clearly as it could 
have been, and the point that binds the two groups, namely the persistence of 
family and kin forms in recent migrations, is weakly argued.

In addition, while chamberlain criticizes demagogic positions that privi-
lege nuclear families as the only functional families, she does not address how 
the concept of the nuclear family is embedded in immigration laws and how 
such laws might influence West Indian migrants and their families. since one 
of her central concerns is to challenge the way policy makers think, evidence 
that migration laws privileging european-style nuclear families do not result 
in migrant populations consisting of nuclear families would have been useful 
in documenting how these laws are subtly discriminatory, not only toward 
West Indians, but toward many other migrant populations as well.

these are minor quibbles in the face of the immensely important dem-
onstration that african caribbean families are resilient to a variety of social 
challenges, and that rather than being a source of social problems, they are 
sources of support and strength. 
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In 2001, uNescO proclaimed the Garifuna language, dance, and music 
a “masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity.” In this 
book, Joseph O. Palacio and nine other contributors explain why. a blend 
of the arawaks and caribs of the caribbean with people of african origin, 
the Garifuna were deported by the British from st. Vincent to the island of 
roatan, off the Honduran coast in 1797. By 1802, they dispersed to Belize, 
Guatemala, and Nicaragua, and, in more recent times, to the united states.

the importance of the ancestors to the Garifuna cannot be underestimated, 
as several chapters demonstrate. Palacio presents an extraordinary interview 
with Dangriga’s Mrs. Felicita Francisco. she recounts history heard from her 
grandmother, who heard it from her grandmother, Gulisi, about 150 years ago. 
Gulisi said she was born in st. Vincent to chief Joseph chatoyer, and came 
to Honduras as one of the exiles before relocating to Belize. While many 
Garifuna recognize alejo Beni as the first Belizean Garifuna, Mrs. Francisco 
asserts that her great-great-grandmother was the first, noting that Gulisi had 
“clear skin” yet there was “wide variation in skin color among her descen-
dents” (p. 54). Other villages in Belize were settled later, including the pioneer 
Martinez family with branches in Dangriga, seine Bight, and livingston.

Peter Hulme’s essay offers important translations of eighteenth-century 
French accounts of the Vincentian caribs. Mark Moberg discusses the alcalde 
system in Belize through 1969, noting that “even today ... all long term resi-
dents over the age of sixty are able to name the last villager to hold the office” 
(p. 94). alfonso arrivillaga cortes focuses on Marcos sanchez Diaz, a military 
leader and founder of livingston, Guatemala, leaving unanswered the question 
of whether sanchez Diaz’s origins are from French Black slaves via Haiti.

a delightful surprise is the inclusion of material from the late Bryon 
Foster’s out-of-print Heart Drum, which analyzes the dugu, the major ritual 
to placate the ancestors. During the rum-filled dugu, which lasts several days 
and nights, ecstatic possessions may occur, as homage is paid to the ances-
tors. Foster describes how the central part of the Dabuyaba ritual house was 
formally composed of “a mound of earth termed the ‘heart of the dugu’” (p. 
169). the rattles used by the medium (buyei) represents the human head, 
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while the “central drum, ‘heart drum,’ suggests that the rhythms symbolize 
the heartbeat” (p. 170). It is stated that the “body is composed of mud (and 
cassava starch)” and such substances play key roles. ancestors journey to 
the dugu from sairi, “the afterworld of luxurious manioc gardens” (p. 167) 
and st. Vincent.

Palacio refers lovingly to the “obsession of the Garifuna with genealogi-
cal details” (p. 52). Writing on dugu participation, he notes that 

the descent lines originating from the ancestors follow through the living 
participants down the fourth and fifth generations. the living participants 
can number scores, converging from their homes in Belize, other countries 
in central america, and the united states. Furthermore, in the conviviality 
of the gathering many will become acquainted with relatives for the first 
time. (p. 111)

the importance of the ancestors is illustrated by a dugu song, “Our journey 
has been sad my grandchild / We have been searching for our grandchildren 
/ We have been crossing the deep ocean / For our descendants are far away” 
(p. 167). roy cayetano’s poem also communicates respect for the ances-
tors: “and the queen’s english shall not quiet the / Drums of my fathers / 
rumbling in my bones / recapturing my soul” (p. 176).

ethnomusicologist Oliver Greene, Jr. offers an insightful analysis of 
the John canoe (wanaragua) rite, the yearly christmas house-to-house 
procession in which participants dress in British military costumes, along 
with masks, headdresses, and knee rattles. Greene traces relevant history 
through eighteenth-century Jamaican accounts and describes West african 
and even Bantu influences. the procession traditionally occurred as slaves 
had christmas off from plantation work, and the symbolism of John canoe 
derives in part from “role reversal and empowerment” (p. 207).

Writing on contemporary Belizean Garifuna identity, Gabriel Izard 
describes a recent settlement Day banner that proclaims, “talk Garifuna, eat 
hudut, dance punta!” settlement Day, which celebrates Dangriga’s founding, 
was established by leaders, including popular hero thomas Vincent ramos, 
who was “greatly influenced by ideas of Marcus Garvey and was one of the 
first Garifuna to support uNIa (universal Negro Improvement association)” 
(p. 191). today, visitors to Dangriga may meet the buyei, the drum-maker, 
the painter Benjamin Nicholas, and other Garifuna leaders, and, in general, 
become immersed in the culture. Miss Garifuna is selected not just according 
to physical attributes, but on her ability to speak Garifuna, cook ethnic food, 
and dance punta. language survival and bilingual education are hot topics 
among the Garifuna, where in Belize, few children learn it as a first language. 

along with classic works by Douglas taylor, Nancie Gonzalez, and 
Virginia Kerns, and a recent book by carel roessingh (2001), Palacio’s 
collection is a must-have for scholars of the Garifuna. Despite overcoming 
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incredibly inhumane treatment over the last several centuries, some argue 
that the cultural survival of the contemporary Garifuna is severely threat-
ened. Marion cayetano and roy cayetano write that the threat 

comes from the Garinagu themselves as well as from the profound effects 
of globalization .... they have learned and now even teach the history, 
language and culture of those who colonized them, while losing their own 
identity in the process. consequently their vulnerability has extended to 
allowing others to define them and their rights further widening an alien-
ation from their own roots. (p. 236) 

Yet these essays confirm that the essence of the Garifuna culture continues 
not only to survive but also to thrive. there is hope.
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In this reader’s well-crafted introduction, the editors remind us that in The 
Middle Passage, V.s. Naipaul attributed the caribbean’s colonial prosperity 
and decline to small-scale insularity because “the size of the islands called 
for nothing else” (p. 3). the assertion is debatable because the very smallest 
places in the region were often ignored by european colonizers and often 
escaped plantation development. Yet the important issue here is that Naipaul 
and other famous caribbean writers have acknowledged and emphasized 
time and again the region’s physical environments, not as colorful backdrops 
but more often as dynamic mirrors and molds of caribbean history. 
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Caribbean Literature and the Environment presents a number of original, 
high-quality essays that add to “the growing field of environmental literary 
studies” (p. 2). together with a wide-ranging bibliography, they are useful to 
those of us with environmental interests in the region but whose awareness 
of caribbean literary studies is limited to the region’s best-known writers and 
those who deal with particular research locales. Besides the editors’ introduc-
tion and Wilson Harris’s previously published epilogue, the book has seven-
teen original essays. two are interview transcripts, and one is a previously 
unpublished piece by Derek Walcott. the essays, all in english, each run 
about fifteen pages in length and cover subject matter from the caribbean’s 
major language areas. For the most part, the prose is comprehensible and 
devoid of excessive quotation marks, intraword slashes, and cryptic termi-
nology. a broad geographical coverage includes several essays devoted to 
the Guianas, although the editors apologize unnecessarily for regional gaps 
owing to “an uneven response to our call for papers” (p. 29). 

the chapters are organized under four headings: “Natural Histories,” 
“Myths of Origins,” “Hybridity and creolization,” and “aesthetics of the 
earth.” these categories work fairly well, although most of the essays would 
have been just as effective sorted into different groupings. cyril Dabydeen’s 
thoughtful article about growing up along the canje creek in Guyana, for 
example, probably could have been included in any of the four categories.

the editors’ introduction points out that caribbean environmental writ-
ing often assumes a conservation-oriented, anti-market bias owing to the 
centuries of externally controlled exploitation and ecological destruction of 
the region. From there it is a short step to the gendered metaphor wherein 
masculine european exploitation historically has penetrated “the feminized 
and maternal ‘womb’ of caribbean landscapes” (p. 12). this theme reoc-
curs elsewhere in the reader, notably in trenton Hickman’s analysis of Julia 
alvarez’s A Cafecito Story. the editors do not insist on the gendered meta-
phor of dominance and exploitation as an overriding theme, yet neither do 
they reconcile it with caribbean environmental realities. although obviously 
devastated by agents of external market forces over time, the caribbean envi-
ronment is hardly a passive entity. rather, the region’s geophysical ambi-
ence can be dangerous, unruly, and highly unpredictable. Yet one searches 
Caribbean Literature and the Environment in vain for even a mention of the 
earthquakes, hurricanes, and droughts that have punctuated caribbean his-
tory. this reality certainly should be reflected in caribbean environmental 
writing, metaphorical and otherwise.

these points are not intended to diminish the strong environmen-
tal points elsewhere in the reader. Isabel Hoving’s fine essay dealing with 
shani Mootoo’s Cereus Blooms at Night, sums up the novel’s analysis of 
the caribbean environment not as “an essence from which one could deduce 
norms,” but as “unstable, inharmonious, damaging and damaged” (p. 164), 
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thereby capturing the complexity, messiness, and unpredictability in nature 
that bewilder and fascinate biological ecologists. eric Prieto’s “the uses 
of landscape” explains the ecological relevance of Patrick chamoiseau’s 
term “urban mangrove” for texaco and other Martiniquan neighborhoods: 
“Just as the swampy terrain of mangrove forests allows a mutually beneficial 
exchange of nutrients and waste between land and sea, the ring of shantytowns 
surrounding Fort-de-France allows an analogous exchange between city and 
country” (p. 241). lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert’s “He of the trees” addresses 
“the articulation of an environmentalist thought linked to religiosity in the 
caribbean novel” (p. 183). Her article concludes effectively with a descrip-
tion of the washing away of the Haitian village of Mapou – named after a 
sacred species of tree – in May 2004. the articles not grounded in environ-
mental specifics are less successful. shona N. Jackson’s assertion that, with 
political independence, relationships between Guyana’s interior and coast 
never really changed because “the new development discourse of the admin-
istration continued to be made in terms set during the colonial period” (p. 95) 
would have been far stronger had she mentioned, to cite only one example, 
the massive cyanide spill from a gold mine on the Omai tributary of the 
essequibo river in 1995. 

Most of the book’s essays deserve reading, rereading, and reflection, espe-
cially Harris’s epilogue in which he cites his own 1968 publication describ-
ing the earth as a moving, fluid entity: “the mountains appeared now like a 
lofty crest of water ... undulating and refracting ... fluid/solid – water/fire – 
cauldron of space” (p. 263). His description of a mobile, dynamic planet may 
strike younger readers as a familiar-sounding introduction to an earth science 
video, yet when Harris originally wrote this passage most geologists still 
believed in a static earth whose macro features derived from planetary cool-
ing or cycles of erosion and sedimentation. Not until the 1970s did geologists 
accept the idea of plate tectonics and undertake “a massive reinterpretation 
of the traditional explanations offered for continental phenomena” (Bowler 
1993:424). In his writings about the caribbean environment, inspired orig-
inally by his observations of Guyana’s interior as a young land surveyor, 
Harris thereby has provided one more example of art informing science.  
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at the conclusion of the conference “Ici-Là: Place and Displacement in 
caribbean Writing in French,” held in Dublin in 1999, Mary Gallagher cited 
a character in the movie The Commitments, who says that the Irish are the 
Blacks of europe. From there she explores further links between Ireland 
and in particular – the French – caribbean. as is often the case, places and 
existences that seem worlds apart collide in the caribbean. For Gallagher, 
lafcadio Hearn is the Hermes figure who links the Irish experience of colo-
nization and insularity to the former French colonies in the West Indies. Her 
closing remark pushes to the extreme the theme of the conference volume: 
place and displacement. In a caribbean context, place seems to imply dis-
placement – here is always already there – for better or for worse. Hence the 
title Ici-Là, a creolism that appears often in Francophone caribbean texts, 
which Gallagher, by making a detour to Derek Walcott’s poetry, translates as 
“here and elsewhere.” she argues that this expression testifies to a “complex, 
unsettled, and dislocated relation to place” as well as to “a distinct sense of 
connection and simultaneity between the local and the distant, between here 
and (over) there” (p. xiv-xv). the crossing of “here” and “there” in the expres-
sion ici-là condenses issues that are still haunting the caribbean. First, there is 
the generalized sentiment of temporal and spatial dispossession. second, there 
is a more visionary experience that we are now living in a creolized world, 
which would turn the caribbean into an image of a world to come.

Bringing together established scholars in the field such as celia Britton, 
Bernadette cailler, Maximilien laroche, and Beverly Ormerod, along with 
a younger generation of academics, the conference brilliantly summed up 
what has been at the center of attention for French caribbean literary critics 
and scholars – time and space. and it is difficult not to see the conference 
as the point of departure for Gallagher’s own book, Soundings in French 
Caribbean Writing since 1950.

the papers that are presented in the published version cover a large spec-
trum of fiction, though Martiniquan writer Patrick chamoiseau is given a 
particularly important role, with almost a whole section (“sites of caribbean 
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Imagination”) devoted to him. chamoiseau’s work, along with that of edouard 
Glissant, is subjected to close readings dealing with places and their function 
in a more textual geography. at first glance these focused textual analyses 
seem to go against the idea of “here and elsewhere.” However, not only is 
it refreshing to read more monographic approaches in a field dominated by 
comparative studies, but these readings also show the possibility of concen-
trating on the local in order to reach the global. In this regard, the two papers 
on chamoiseau’s Texaco turn out to be complementary: Maeve Mccusker 
investigates the smallest entity of chamoiseau’s caribbean urban vision, la 
case, whereas roy chandler caldwell writes about the novel in terms of a 
new kind of postmodern city defined by a local “rehumanized” community 
(p. 37). an excellent paper by celia Britton explores how the real enters 
Glissant’s fiction through the way in which the writer concentrates attention 
on specific sites. she convincingly demonstrates the role of place by tracing 
lexical repetitions as markers of sameness in his writing, which, on a more 
theoretical level, tends to give priority to diversity and tout-monde.

another strong side of the conference volume is that several texts bridge 
the two extremes of the caribbean: poor and isolated Haiti on the one 
hand, and the assimilated French overseas departments, Guadeloupe and 
Martinique, on the other. (French Guiana, however, is not included.) Martin 
Munro’s paper deals with the real and imagined postcolonial place in rela-
tion to the experience of exile and compares Martiniquan aimé césaire to 
Haitian rené Depestre. Martin Munro shows that Depestre does not negoti-
ate his relationship to his homeland in the same triangular structure (africa, 
caribbean, and France) as césaire does since he, an independent Haitian, 
does not conceive of the West Indies as a void. Gallagher discusses simi-
lar phenomena in her essay about Haitian emile Ollivier’s Passages and 
Guadeloupean ernest Pépin’s Tambour Babel. While both Gallagher and 
Munro tend to overlook the complexities that can be traced in a lot of Haitian 
writing coming out of the diaspora, Maximilien laroche’s essay presents an 
interesting analysis of the myth of Haiti chérie.

continuing on the Haitian path, charles Forsdick then creates further 
connections in a fascinating paper about the cachot de Joux, where Napoleon 
imprisoned toussaint l’Ouverture who eventually died there. Forsdick takes 
a specific lieu de mémoire and demonstrates what happens when caribbean 
memory is displaced to europe, where it forces european history to take into 
account marginalized aspects of its own past. He shows that l’Ouverture’s 
destiny has been a source of inspiration for european romantics as well as for 
contemporary caribbean writers. From a tiny cell in the Jura, Forsdick devel-
ops an intriguing story about transatlantic connections, silenced pasts, and 
pan-caribbean possibilities. Perhaps his essay can be said to illustrate the 
ways in which the entire volume actually puts the idea of ici-là into practice 
by continuously offering new connections between here and elsewhere. 
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the essays then continue on the path traced by Glissant in his Caribbean 
Discourse, arguing that caribbean literature in French needs to be reinscribed 
in its american context. From this lieu it can open up to an infinity of con-
tacts with other milieus despite isolation and dependence that constitute the 
reality of the French caribbean today.
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this handsomely designed book announces its flaws right up front. the first 
red flag is raised by its seriously misleading title. With two or three excep-
tions, every entry in this encyclopedia of “caribbean popular music” focuses 
on Jamaican music. No attention whatsoever is paid to cuba, Haiti, the 
Dominican republic, Puerto rico, Martinique, or Guadeloupe – caribbean 
places that, one might argue, are not bereft of interesting popular music. 
Nor is there any mention of the Bahamas, despite the photo of a Bahamian 
Junkanoo parade on the cover. (trinidad and tobago, in contrast, merits 
token representation, with an entry on the Mighty sparrow.) In reality, the 
volume (as suggested by its subtitle) is nothing more nor less than an ency-
clopedia of Jamaican popular music.

even as a reference work devoted specifically to Jamaican music, it often 
baffles. For instance, the very first entry (at nearly one-and-a-half pages, 
one of the longest in the book) is devoted to “a&M records.” Here we 
learn all we might ever want to know about this los angeles-based record 
label, founded in the early 1960s by famed trumpet player Herb alpert, and 
its successes with acts such as the tijuana Brass, the Baja Marimba Band, 
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and sergio Mendes and Brazil ’66. apparently the sole reason for the entry’s 
length is the fact that, during the 1970s, the a&M label licensed several 
British rock recordings (along with a reggae album or two) from chris 
Blackwell’s Island records.

the following entry, on “aBc records,” summarizes the history of another 
North american label known for chart-topping pop and rock performers such 
as Paul anka and steely Dan. there is not a single mention of Jamaican music 
here; the rationale for the entry (though it’s nowhere made explicit) appears 
to be that among aBc’s impressive roster of blues and r’n’B artists were 
a couple (namely Fats Domino and lloyd Price) who exerted a significant 
influence on Jamaican popular music during its formative years. 

these two opening entries – which are not the only ones connected very 
tenuously to Jamaican music – set the tone for the sometimes mystifying 
compilation of “facts” that take up the following three hundred plus pages.

some of the book’s problems clearly stem from an excessive reliance on 
the Internet. Many entries read as if they were cut and pasted from the web-
sites of reggae artists, labels, and fans, with only minor tweaking before being 
transferred to the page, and the prose is often reminiscent of music industry 
cant. Of course, one of the perils of using the Internet for research is the noto-
rious unreliability of much of the wealth of information it makes available. 
separating the trustworthy from the totally unfounded can be an enormous 
task when relying on websites, many of which fail to credit sources clearly 
(a scholarly failing that Moskowitz shares here), so it comes as no surprise 
that the encyclopedia is littered with errors, both minor and major. I cite just 
a few that are representative of the kinds of errors scattered throughout the 
book. all three Nyabinghi drums, we are told, are double-membrane (p. 7) 
when in fact two are single-membrane. louise Bennett’s storied career is 
said to have started in 1970 (p. 27), a date that will come as a major surprise 
to those who were enjoying her work decades earlier. Moskowitz places the 
city of Kingston in rural Westmoreland parish, on the other side of the island 
(p. 232). He confuses Byron lee of the Dragonaires with producer Bunny 
“striker” lee (p. 285). He transforms the Wailers’ harmony coach Joe Higgs 
into record producer Joe Gibbs (p. 300), and on p. 318 the seminal producer 
and singer Prince Buster becomes “Prince tubby” (in an apparent mix-up 
with engineer and dub pioneer King tubby). Finally, birth dates and other 
chronological references are often wildly off.

savvier readers will see this volume’s failings as symptomatic of a larger 
problem. Because of reggae’s commercial success beyond its birthplace, 
writing on Jamaican music frequently suffers from a shallowness born of 
the yawning distance that typically separates foreign music industries and 
markets (and the pop music journalists who cater to them) from the cultural 
milieu from which reggae sprang and continues to grow. If Moskowitz has 
ever been to Jamaica, one cannot tell by reading his book. Despite the enor-
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mous quantity of “facts” listed in hundreds of entries, there is little here on 
the actual cultural resonance and deeper significance of Jamaican music for 
its makers and local audiences. accusations of cultural misapprehension have 
become a common refrain among Jamaican critics irritated by a proliferat-
ing literature on their national music written almost entirely by “foreigners.” 
One can imagine further gnashing of teeth and tearing out of (dread)locks in 
response to this latest offering.

In all seriousness, though, the book, despite its many flaws, does make a 
useful contribution of sorts. anyone who would attempt to produce a com-
prehensive encyclopedia of a popular music as famous for its poorly docu-
mented and incompletely known history as for its protean vastness deserves 
credit for bravery. and I would be remiss if I did not point out that buried 
within the motley assortment of often questionable “facts” in this volume are 
many pieces of information and clues that could be of considerable value to 
researchers prepared to view and evaluate these fragments alongside other 
sources and to do some further digging. to all others: handle with caution!

the volume is graced by dozens of high-quality photographs. as might 
be expected in a book of this kind, all of them come from a single web-based 
service, urbanImage.tv, that makes available the camera work of well-known 
music writers and crack photo journalists for a fee.

Defining Creole. John h. mcwhorTer. Oxford: Oxford university Press, 
2005. viii + 435 pp. (Paper us$ 49.95)

beTTina m. migge
school of Irish, celtic studies, Irish Folklore and linguistics
university college Dublin
Belfield campus
Dublin 4, Ireland
<bettinamigge@ucd.ie>

In this volume John McWhorter reiterates his views on creole genesis and 
attempts to expose the ideological issues that he believes have been nega-
tively affecting research on creoles and preventing the acceptance of his own 
position. the overall tenor of the original parts and the anthological nature of 
the book suggest that his target audience is less creolists than nonspecialists. 
the book is divided into three parts, each consisting of several chapters and 
dealing with a separate issue relating to his account of creole genesis. a one-
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page preface announces the general issues investigated in the book, names 
what he sees as the main sources of malaise in creole studies, and acknowl-
edges that the chapters are often overlapping and represent slightly updated 
reprints of earlier articles. each part consists of a several-page introduction, 
sometimes introduced by a personal anecdote or an analogy, with a discus-
sion of what he considers to be the pertinent ideological problem inhibiting 
an objective view of the issue to be addressed and its “resolution,” and a 
brief summary of each paper, including the rationale for including it. there 
are notes and references for each chapter at the end of the book. Because of 
limited space I will only comment on Parts One and two. 

the first part gathers together five papers dealing with the definition of 
the term “creole” and ultimately with the question of whether there are any 
linguistic properties that set creoles apart from other languages. unlike most 
creolists, McWhorter gives an affirmative answer, arguing that creoles natu-
rally differ from other languages in that they lack three features: inflectional 
affixation, grammatical tone, and semantically opaque morphological com-
positions (“derivational noncompositionality”). according to McWhorter, 
the relative absence of these features in creoles is predictable because they 
are not useful for communication and only arise over a long period of time 
through language-internal change. as relatively recent creations creoles 
would thus not be able to have any or only very few of these features, though 
as the languages age they would be likely to emerge. the few instances of 
such features in creoles are mainly explained as rare instances of borrowing 
from the creole’s european input language resulting from very close con-
tact between the two languages. He proposes that the ultimate reason for the 
absence of the three properties is that creole grammars are born from proc-
esses of pidginization involving the reduction of all non-essential grammati-
cal features. His evidence comes largely from broad comparisons of creoles 
with a range of other languages and one creole, saamaka (or saramaccan), 
to one of its substrates, Fongbe. While few people working on creoles today 
would maintain either that they are (close) copies of their linguistic inputs or 
that creole genesis did not involve processes of reduction, there are also few 
who would accept McWhorter’s strong position. current research clearly 
shows that the social and linguistic conditions that led to the emergence of 
creoles were highly variable, suggesting that no single linguistic process can 
account for most or all of their linguistic features. Moreover, McWhorter’s 
notion of pidginization is rather unspecific. His attempt to assign the histori-
cally heterogeneous social term “creole” a linguistic rationale may have fared 
somewhat better in that little counter-evidence has been brought forward to 
date. However, I am wondering what we stand to gain from it. In what way 
will this proposal give rise to new insights or directions of research? to my 
knowledge none have yet emerged.
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the papers in the second part deal with the linguistic processes that led to 
the emergence of creoles. McWhorter criticizes the heavy emphasis in creole 
studies on contact-induced language-change-based explanations, including 
the interest in sociohistorically viable theorizing, and the interest in high-
lighting the social and linguistic variation across situations. In his view, this 
emphasis is due to certain liberal ideological stances within the field and con-
tributes to making creoles and creole genesis into exceptional cases; the tra-
ditional historical linguistic view of language relationships posits that most 
change is language-internal. Based on certain linguistic features shared by 
some of the english-lexified atlantic creoles, he thus proposes to “dust off” 
the old monogenesis theory which states that these creoles have a common 
origin on the west coast of africa. the original creole was then transplanted 
to the caribbean and south america where it underwent mainly language-
internal changes. this account has attracted little support for several reasons. 
First, it is now widely accepted that the importance of language-internal 
explanations for change has been much overestimated in historical linguis-
tic research and that other processes such as contact played a much greater 
role in the development of all languages. second, creole genesis research 
today is highly diversified and rather than searching for a single all-inclusive 
explanation it focuses on understanding how the different linguistic inputs 
(e.g., european and non-european languages, creoles from other colonies) 
and linguistic processes (e.g., l2 acquisition, contact, language-internal 
change) conspired to give rise to creoles and which processes were involved 
in their post-emergence development. third, although McWhorter is argu-
ing for greater attention to language-internal change, his own work on such 
processes lacks the analytical rigor otherwise characteristic of diachronic 
investigations.

Overall, this book provides readers with a detailed view of McWhorter’s 
assessment of creole studies, one that is rather at odds with most current 
concerns and thinking in the field. However, unlike Bickerton’s controversial 
bioprogram theory from the 1980s, it holds little promise for sparking new 
avenues of investigation inside or outside the area.
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this book delves deeply into an area of inquiry that thus far has received 
surprisingly little attention in caribbeanist scholarship: the role of language 
in the politics of cultural identity. Outside linguistic circles, where the study 
of the region’s numerous creole languages has been developing steadily 
since the 1960s, language issues have rarely been addressed beyond pass-
ing remarks on the persistent problems posed by the linguistic “fragmen-
tation” of the region and the corresponding fragmentation of caribbeanist 
scholarship itself. But there can be little doubt that the dynamics of language 
politics have figured prominently in the region’s anticolonialist struggles and 
nation-building processes, or that creoles and other local language varieties 
serve their speakers as crucial resources in the construction and expression of 
cultural identity. schnepel’s book brings these and related issues to the fore, 
revealing their potential for illuminating a broad range of social phenomena 
– some self-evidently language-related, others much less so.

the book is a revised and in some respects updated version of a 1990 doc-
toral dissertation based on fieldwork in Guadeloupe in the mid-1980s. schnepel 
states that she has “retained the original focus, organization, and conclusions 
as a testament to a particular time and context in Guadeloupe” (p. ix). as this 
suggests, reading the book is much like reading an exhaustively researched 
dissertation. the effect is heightened by the manner in which the text has been 
updated fourteen years later: primarily by means of extensive footnotes, at 
times so lengthy that they take up more space on the page than the main text. 
an integrative chapter-length epilogue adds much to the work as a whole, but 
otherwise it is mainly in the numerous footnotes, in rather piecemeal fashion, 
that references to post-1990 scholarship are made. the resulting two-tiered 
structure impedes the book’s thematic cohesion and narrative flow insofar as 
it compels the reader to make frequent, lengthy departures from the main text, 
and often to shuttle back and forth between two time periods (roughly pre-
1990 and post-1990) and two corresponding authorial voices. 

the dedicated reader’s patience and persistence will be rewarded, how-
ever, by a richly developed analysis of an intriguing social movement and 
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the historical context in which it emerged. the introduction delineates the 
book’s central concern: the tensions between assimilation and cultural speci-
ficity that arose in Guadeloupe in the decades following departmentaliza-
tion, i.e. the official incorporation, beginning in 1946, of Guadeloupe and 
other colonized territories into the French nation-state as “overseas depart-
ments.” although Guadeloupe has received considerably less attention than 
Martinique, a unique configuration of historical, sociocultural, and politico-
economic factors have made tensions more acute in Guadeloupe, schnepel 
asserts, particularly where language is concerned. as it unfolds in the eight 
chapters that follow, schnepel’s study takes the form of a nuanced, pains-
takingly detailed analysis of those factors and of the role of Guadeloupe’s 
French-lexified creole language in symbolically, discursively, and ideologi-
cally mediating the complex relationships among them. 

schnepel takes as the focal point of her study a multifaceted conflict over 
the introduction of creole in a secondary school, moving smoothly between 
micro and macro levels of analysis as she examines the local dynamics of 
that conflict and its societal, regional, and transnational implications. this is 
accomplished in part by devoting a full chapter to each of three key sites in 
which the controversies and debates unfolded: the school and local commu-
nity, the mass media (print, radio, and television), and partisan political pro-
cesses (in Guadeloupe as well as in other French caribbean territories and 
France). throughout the book, schnepel is concerned with relationships within 
and among three broadly defined groups: “language strategists” and the inter-
est groups that they constitute and represent; politicians and other community 
leaders, as brokers and manipulators of ideas and plans of action generated 
among the language strategists; and ordinary citizens (variously referred to 
as “the public,” “the people,” “the folk,” etc.) who collectively respond to, 
and often reshape, the ideas, discourses, policies, and programs of action that 
emerge from the activities of the language strategists and political brokers. 

Despite its concern with language issues, the study is not at all linguistic in 
orientation, nor is it sociolinguistic or linguistic anthropological in the usual 
sense. rather, schnepel takes what might be characterized as a sociology 
of language approach, grounding her study in ethnographic fieldwork and a 
social anthropological perspective that emphasizes the densely interwoven 
relationships among local actions and events and the larger contexts and sys-
tems within which they unfold, and which they in turn influence and trans-
form. Glimpses of the creole language, so central to the book’s concerns, are 
surprisingly few and far between. lengthy passages in French, on the other 
hand, are used throughout the text; these are drawn from diverse sources, 
including scholarly works, official documents, newspapers and other locally 
produced publications, letters and emails to the author from key informants, 
and transcriptions of schnepel’s numerous interviews with an impressively 
broad range of activists, politicians, scholars, and others. 
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the book is clearly not written for a wide audience or for casual readers, 
and would not lend itself to teaching purposes outside of a narrowly focused 
graduate seminar. aside from the fact that it presupposes solid reading knowl-
edge of French, the book is at times rendered less than accessible by the sheer 
detail of its explications of the intricacies of language politics in Guadeloupe, 
Martinique, France, and beyond. (almost three full pages of the front mat-
ter are devoted to a glossary of acronyms used in the text – more than seven 
dozen of them, ranging from acct, Agence de Coopération Culturelle et 
Technique to ZeP, Zones d’Education Prioritaire.) schnepel’s blow-by-blow 
accounts of shifting alliances and political jockeying among a multitude of 
interest groups, major and minor political parties, and other organizations are 
sometimes difficult to wade through, but they make this book a singularly 
comprehensive and authoritative source on recent language and identity poli-
tics in Guadeloupe. those with specific interests in Guadeloupe, the French 
antilles, or the political and cultural aspects of language in the caribbean 
more broadly should not miss this painstakingly researched study.
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